1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation & Significance
Today the military is finding itself immerged more often in urban combat environments.
Modern combat robots are small and wheeled, much like those designed for planetary exploration.
However, there are places these robots are unable to reach because they are limited by their size
constraints and wheeled configurations. A fully functional, balanced bipedal robot with the ability to
interpret existing terrain and react accordingly would have the advantage of traversing any terrain a
human can, and in environments the human body cannot endure. But modern bipedal robots move
with an active and static gait pattern in which every degree of freedom is actuated while maintaining
balance throughout a step, a method that is slow with high power requirements.
A more efficient method of bipedal movement exists that takes advantage of the natural
dynamics of legs, while requiring minimal active forces: passive dynamic walking [31]. During a
significant part of the human walking cycle the body is not in static equilibrium [16], thus passive
dynamic walking mimics the unstable movement of the human body. Rather than constantly controlling
every degree of freedom, passive dynamic walking allows potential forces to actuate the system. To
completely imitate human gait the walker must not only exploit its passive dynamics, but actively
augment its movements to traverse terrains that don’t provide a gravitational advantage.
Implementation of active dynamic walking will facilitate research to allow bipedal robots to move faster,
dispense less energy than their static predecessors, and give researchers more insight into the dynamic
movement of human gait.
Most mobile robots are designed to carry payloads; Bipedal robots will be no different. It is
likely that in a bipedal robot the controller, power source, tools, and many sensors will be contained at
or above the hip. For this reason, it is desirable to incorporate a trunk mass into the model to simulate
the payload. Power requirements could be reduced if the walker required as little energy as possible to
stabilize the torso, and minimized if the torso were completely passive. Unfortunately a passive torso is
inherently unstable, but with proper control it can be kept upright. [64] It is for these reasons that I have
chosen to study the torso dynamics of a robotic biped.
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The equations of motion of multi-body walkers are coupled and highly non-linear. This makes
control of bipedal walkers an exceptionally difficult task. With the recent merging of Chris Watkins’
temporal difference reinforcement learning algorithm (Q-Learning) and Kenneth Stanley’s NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT), Shimon Whiteson’s Evolutionary Function Approximation
for Reinforcement Learning algorithm (NEAT+Q) [59] evolves an artificial neural network to approximate
a Q-learning value function. Evolving a function approximator enables the application of reinforcement
learning techniques on systems with a large number of state variables. NEAT+Q performed better than
NEAT or Q-Learning alone on benchmark mountain-car and server job scheduling tasks [59]. The
mountain-car problem involves a car trapped in a valley between two mountains; with insufficient force
to simply drive out of the valley the agent must first learn to gain momentum by driving back and forth
to reach the goal. Biomechanics applications of NEAT+Q include: anthropomorphic bipedal robots
[1,22,26,49,64], exoskeleton mechanisms to assist in walking [11], and smart prosthetics [39].
As a proof of concept, a benchmark single pendulum swing-up and balance task was
implemented using both Q-learning and the NEAT+Q algorithm. The task requires a pendulum to be
balanced upright from an initial hanging position. Without enough torque to swing up from the start,
the agent must learn to swing back and forth to gain momentum, then decelerate at the appropriate
time so as not to topple over again. Then NEAT+Q was used to evolve a neural network function
approximator to represent the value function for the control of a knee-less bipedal walker with a torso.

1.2 Hypotheses & Specific Aims
Specific Aim 1
Use table-based Q-learning to learn a control policy to raise and balance a single underdriven pendulum as a precursor to applying a function approximator.
Hypothesis 1
The Q-learning agent will learn to gain momentum to reach an upright posture.
Once upright the pendulum will exhibit a periodic behavior.
Specific Aim 2
Apply the NEAT+Q algorithm to evolve a function approximator to raise and balance a
single under-driven pendulum.
Hypothesis 2
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The pendulum will swing-up and balance much the same way it did using the tablebased method.
Specific Aim 3
Apply NEAT+Q to a compass-gait walker with a torso to achieve bipedal walking on flat
terrain for thirty seconds.
Hypothesis 3
The NEAT+Q algorithm will be suitable for use with multi-body systems.
The torso will exhibit a periodic behavior much like the single pendulum.

1.3 Project Scope
The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of evolutionary function approximation for
reinforcement learning on bipedal walking, and to determine the behavior of an active torso on an
active dynamic robotic biped through simulation. Simulations often deliver results faster, are more
easily modified, and are more cost effective than physical robots for investigating suitable control
algorithms.
In this work, the model is two-dimensional and therefore the controller will not account for any
dynamics outside the sagittal plane. The model is a multi-body system composed of three links which
represent a stance leg, a swing leg, and a torso. Anthropomorphic data [10] is applied to define the
body masses, lengths, and centers of mass. The ground will be ignored, with the exception of footstrike, since the biped model contains no knees. The collision is inelastic, thus angular momentum is
conserved about the point of impact and energy is dissipated upon foot-strike. [21]
Reinforcement learning techniques are implemented to control the walker. Specifically, the
Evolutionary Function Approximation for Reinforcement Learning algorithm (NEAT+Q) is used to evolve
an artificial neural network function approximation of a Q-learning value function. Torque activations,
interpreted as one of six coupled actions, are applied through two first-order filters to the swing leg and
the torso. Since the simulation of the multi-body model is computationally taxing, an arbitrary time was
selected to allow the walker to demonstrate walking within several hours. Thus walking was considered
successful if the simulation was not terminated within thirty seconds.
To better communicate how reinforcement learning works, a series of simple single pendulum
learning examples [8] were performed. Each episode of the single pendulum simulation spanned 20
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seconds, long enough for an optimized controller with adequate torque to balance a single pendulum
upright for at least half the simulation runtime. The controller may only choose one of three actions:
±20 or 0 Nm. Maximum control torque was constrained such that the pendulum could not swing fully
upright [8] from a stationary hanging position, but wouldn’t take an unnecessary amount of simulation
time to learn a control policy. This was done to demonstrate that the learning algorithm can solve both
the problem of swinging the pendulum upright and the problem of keeping the pendulum balanced with
a single policy.
In this work we contribute to current research by:
Discovering a simplification of current solutions to the single pendulum swingup/balance task.
Demonstrating the ability of NEAT+Q to learn a control policy for a dynamic bipedal
walker.
Defining a reward function such that at any state it promotes fast bipedal walking.
Controlling the torso and swing leg at each time-step rather than learning a Poincare
map and determining appropriate PD control parameters.
Providing six torque filter input action sets to control two degrees of freedom to
facilitate a continuous range of applied joint torques.

1.4 Overview
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 is a literature review of Machine
Learning with an emphasis on a temporal difference reinforcement learning method known as Qlearning. Function approximation methods such as artificial neural networks, and the evolution of a
network topology using NEAT are discussed. The chapter concludes with an introduction to the
mathematical principles applied in the rest of this work.
Chapter 3 provides a case study of Q-Learning using a simple pendulum example. Machine
learning methods are discussed. The dynamics of a single pendulum are derived and presented as
differential algebraic equations. The results of the Q-Learning experiment are discussed.
Chapter 4 explores the need for improving computation speed. Function approximators are
introduced as a method of decreasing dimensionality. The single pendulum balance task explored in
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Chapter 3 is solved by applying the NEAT+Q algorithm to the simple pendulum problem. The results of
the NEAT+Q pendulum task are compared to the results of Chapter 3.
Chapter 5 expands the scope of the previous two chapters by applying the NEAT+Q techniques
explored in Chapter 4 to control a multi-body active dynamic bipedal walker. The derivation of a threesegment walker using differential algebraic equations is presented. A first-order low-pass torque
activation filter is introduced. The results of the NEAT+Q walking experiment are discussed.
Chapter 6 contains the major conclusions of the thesis. Problems in fusing NEAT and Q-Learning
are discussed. Lastly, ideas for future work are explored.
Chapter 7 contains the Appendices of this work. Parameter values, copyright permission
correspondence, and computer code are provided.
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2 Literature Review & Interpretation, Mathematical basis
2.1 Literature Review & Interpretation
The following is a review and interpretation of current literature of the subjects explored in this
work.
2.1.1

Bipedal Robots
There are three main types of models commonly explored in bipedal walking: active static

walking [20], passive dynamic walking [31], and active dynamic walking [16].
2.1.1.1 Active Static Walking
Active static walkers were among the first highly publicized robot walkers. The first active static
walkers moved with pre-designed stable gait patterns. They operate under the constraint that the robot
center of mass in the transverse plane is within the area circumscribed by the foot supports. They are
often fully actuated systems that require constant active control. Static walkers are heavy due to the
large number of batteries and motors onboard, which in turn slows down their gait. The most widely
known active static walker, and possibly the most famous robot it the world, is Honda’s Asimo [20]. The
newest version of Asimo has 34 degrees of freedom and is capable of running completely airborne for
0.05 seconds per leap and walking at 0.69 m/s (2.5 km/hr).
2.1.1.2 Passive Dynamic Walking
Passive dynamic walkers are un-driven, and thus rely on their natural dynamics for all
movement. For this reason, they commonly walk down shallow inclines (ramps) and depend on the
potential forces of gravity to pull them forward. Passive dynamic walkers include the McGeer compassgait walker [28], and Garcia walker [14]. Passive dynamic walkers are commonly modeled as multi-link
pendulums [14,17,21,28]. The study of passive dynamic systems enables the development of methods
for reducing energy consumption, as well as insight into the passive dynamics of human walking.
In 1980, Mochon et al. [31] showed that a three segment inverted pendulum can be used to
represent the dynamics of walking by comparing his results to published ground reaction force and
kinematic data. Mochon uses a ballistic model: the system is given an initial velocity and allowed to
passively step thereafter. The model consists of three links and four point masses to represent body
mass at the hip, a stance leg, a swing thigh, and a swing shank.
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Passive dynamic bipedal walking was taken a step further by McGeer in 1990 [28]. McGeer
successfully modeled a completely passive walker by walking down an incline ramp. The walker was
modeled as a two-segment inverted pendulum with round feet, leg masses, and a hip mass. McGeer
allowed the knee-less swing leg to pass through the ground until the system was in position for foot
strike. The collision at foot strike was assumed to be inelastic, thus momentum is conserved while
kinetic energy is not. The angular momentum of the entire system was conserved about the collision
point, and angular momentum of the swing leg was conserved about the hip.
In 1998, Garcia [14] further simplified McGeer’s [28] compass-gait model by moving the point
masses in the legs to the feet. Furthermore, the mass at the hip was much larger than the masses at the
feet, allowing the dynamics of the hip to dominate the system. A plastic (no slip, no bounce) collision
was used, and momentum was conserved just as in the McGeer model.
Several physical passive walkers have been created, including the “Wilson Walkie” toy which
first inspired Mochon et al. [31] study of passive walking. Most passive robots are constrained to the
sagittal plane by a double leg configuration or a boom. In 2001, Collins et al. [6] produced a threedimensional passive-dynamic walking robot with two legs, knees, and counter-swinging arms to help
stabilize the walker in the coronal plane. On a 3.1 degree downhill ramp, the robot walks with a speed
of about 0.51 m/s and a 40 degree leg angle difference.
2.1.1.3 Active Dynamic Walking
Active dynamic walkers are essentially driven passive dynamic walkers. Actuation allows the
walkers to traverse flat terrain and uphill ramps. Humans are the most common example of an active
dynamic bipedal walker. Success with physical models of passive dynamic walkers has led to the
creation of physical active dynamic walkers.
Control has been the focus of active dynamic robotics. Advances in machine learning have led
to more stable walkers and more effective control methods. The MIT leg lab has created several active
walkers, runners, and hoppers throughout the years. They have researched hexapods, quadrupeds,
bipeds, and monopods. In 1996 the Spring Flamingo was created to study planar bipedal walking. [38]
The Spring Flamingo has feet with active ankles, and Virtual Mode Control is used for robot motion
control. Reinforcement learning techniques [5] were used to learn parameters to control walking speed.
M2 [38], another MIT leg lab robot, was also controlled using the same techniques used for the Spring
Flamingo.
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In 2001, Anderson et al. [1] modeled a 3-dimensional, 10-segment, 23 degree of freedom
bipedal walker driven by 54 muscle actuators. The goal was to minimize a cost function which was
defined as the total metabolic energy consumed divided by the displacement of the center of gravity
during one gait cycle. They employed dynamic optimization to solve for the muscle excitation patterns.
The model predicted joint torques and muscle activation patterns that were in agreement with
experimental data.
Denise, the 2004 Delft biped [64], is a 3D dynamic walking robot with 5 degrees of freedom:
two ankles, two knees, and one torso. The arms are rigidly coupled to the hip angle, and the joints are
actuated by McKibben muscles whose joint stiffness is proportional to its internal CO2 pressure. Denise
walks at 0.4 m/s.
In 2005, Tedrake et al. [49] developed the MIT Toddler which uses reinforcement learning
techniques to learn a control policy in under twenty minutes. The active dynamic walker is a 3-d robot
designed to mimic the simple compass-gait design. The reward is a distance penalty from a desired limit
cycle trajectory on a Poincare map.
Similarly, in 2006 Morimoto [26] successfully applied dynamic programming techniques to
control the step length, ankle torque, and desired torso angle of a three-body planar compass gait
walker with a PD-servo controlled inverted pendulum as a torso. The agent also learns a Poincare map,
however the reward is simply +0.1 for upright walking, and -1 for falling.
In 2006, the Cornell Ranger [22] achieved the world record in robot walking distance without
stopping for 1 kilometer at an average speed of 0.41 m/s (1.5 km/hr). The Ranger consists of four legs
but the extra legs are only for support; the robot is therefore constrained to the sagittal plane. The
robot is actuated at the hip and stance ankles by separate dc-motors. The Ranger was designed with the
notion that stance leg push-off just prior to foot-strike requires one-fourth the energy required to pushoff after foot-strike [7]. However, the torque requirements were high and push-off timing was too
sensitive. If the double-stance phase was not instantaneous, then foot strike and push-off events could
overlap, resulting in a less-severe energy penalty [7].
2.1.2

Machine Learning
Machine learning often refers to improvements in a system controller while performing tasks

such as: recognition, diagnosis, planning, robot control, prediction, etc [34]. Improvements of such tasks
would include more accurate recognition, diagnosis, prediction, and more efficient robotic control. The
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controlling agent often begins completely ignorant of the environment, and through exploration and
exploitation it learns an effective control policy to solve the given problem. Having a working predesigned controller is more beneficial in the short run, but having a robot that learns to control itself is
much more beneficial in the long run: reinforcement learning works through this principle.
Q-learning, a reinforcement learning method, is another extension to traditional dynamic
programming (value iteration) [18]. More specifically, Sutton’s one-step Q-Learning algorithm [47] is
applied to a Markov Decision Process (MDP) to learn a stable and optimal control policy by optimizing an
action-value function. Most of the theory in reinforcement learning assumes that the environment is a
finite Markov Decision Process (MDP) [47].
2.1.2.1 Markov Decision Process
A MDP consists of a states space S ; as set of initial states s 0

S ; an action a

A , where A is

the set of possible actions; a reinforcement function R where R( s, a ) is the expected immediate
reinforcement for taking action a in state s ; and a transition probability matrix P where P( s' | s, a)
gives the probability that executing action a in state s will lead to state s' . However, the action
selection must depend only on current state s ; otherwise the decision process is not Markov [18].
If an environment has the Markov property, then its one-step dynamics enable us to predict the
next state s' and expected next reward R given the current state s and action a [47]. Since the
dynamics of a simple driven pendulum display the Markov Property, the pendulum balance task can be
modeled as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). If a probability action model P is unknown, which
applies to the single pendulum task, then the MDP can be solved using reinforcement learning.
2.1.2.2 Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning is a popular area of machine learning that has achieved much success in
recent years. Reinforcement Learning combines two disciplines to solve problems that have previously
been unsolvable: Dynamic Programming and Supervised Learning [18]. In reinforcement learning, the
agent never receives an example of a correct behavior, but rather learns the correct behavior after
receiving positive or negative reward while exploring the environment [59]. Reinforcement learning
problems are usually comprised of four main parts: a policy, a value function, a reward function, and a
model of the environment.
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The policy defines the learning agent's action selection a in a given state s , and serves as a
mapping from states S to actions A .
The value function V ( S , A) is commonly a function approximator, but for simplicity purposes a
multi-dimensional matrix is used. The value of a state is defined as the sum of the reinforcements
received when starting in that state and following some fixed policy to a terminal state. It serves as a
mapping from states to state values and can be approximated using any type of function approximator
[18].
The reward function R (s ' ) determines the scalar reinforcement r the agent receives after
performing action a in state s . When following the policy, the agent will attempt to perform actions to
maximize the sum of reinforcements received when starting from an initial state s 0 and proceeding to a
terminal state s' . Defining the reward function is one of the most important and most difficult tasks in
reinforcement learning. Although complex reinforcement functions can be defined, there are at least
three classes often used to construct reinforcement functions that properly define the desired goals:
Pure Delayed Reward and Avoidance Problems, Minimum Time to Goal, and Games [18].
In the pure delayed reward class the reinforcements are all zero except at a terminal state. The
sign of the scalar reinforcement at a terminal state indicates whether the terminal state is a goal state (a
reward) or a state that should be avoided (a penalty).
In the minimum time to goal class all reinforcements are -1 unless a terminal state is reached, in
which case the reinforcement is zero. This method forces the agent to learn to minimize time required
to complete the task in order to optimize reward. This class of rewards is common for mountain-car
problems.
In the games class reinforcement is not restricted to maximizing reward, but can be adapted to
minimize a cost, such as fuel, while attempting to achieve a goal.
The model of the environment may serve to simulate the environment and predict future states
and future rewards [47]. However, many reinforcement learning methods exist which don’t require a
model of the environment—Q-Learning is one such method.
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2.1.2.3 Q-Learning
Q-Learning, a temporal-difference and optimal control method developed by Chris Watkins in
1989 [56], is a reinforcement learning technique that has gained much attention in recent years with the
success of Gerry Tesauro's 1992 backgammon playing program, TD-Gammon [50,51]. Q-learning maps
state-action pairs to Q-values, whereas value iteration maps only states to state values [18]. Q-learning
utilizes a Q-function rather than a value function: in each state there is a Q-value associated with each
possible action. A Q-value is formally defined as “the sum of the (possibly discounted) reinforcements
received when performing the associated action and then following the given policy thereafter” [18]. As
used in this study, one-step Q-learning [47] is defined by the Bellman equation as:

Q(s, a)

Q(s, a)

where Q is the Q-value matrix,

[ R(s' )

max Q(s' , A' ) Q(s, a)]

2.1

a

is the learning rate,

is the discount factor, and max Q( s' , A' ) is the
a

expected total discounted reward resulting from taking greedy action a' in state s' and continuing with
the policy thereafter. Sutton’s one-step Q-learning algorithm (Figure 3.2) was determined to be simple
and successful [53].
Q-Learning Algorithm
Initialize Q( s, a) arbitrarily
Repeat (for each episode):
Initialize s
Repeat (for each step of episode):
Choose a from s using policy derived from Q (e.g., ε-greedy)
Take action a , observe s' , R (s ' )

Q(s, a)
s

Q(s, a)

[ R(s' )

max Q(s' , A' ) Q(s, a)]
a

s' ;

until s is terminal
Figure 2.1. Q-learning: An off-policy TD control algorithm. From Sutton et al.[47] in Reinforcement Learning: An Introduction,
MIT Press.

The Q-learning value function is an approximation of optimal value function Q*, independent of
the policy being followed. This off-policy convergence is what makes Q-learning more widely used than
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other reinforcement learning methods. Provided that every state-action pair continues to be updated,
Q has been proven to converge to an optimal Q* with a probability of one [47].
For simplicity, the Q-values are represented by a multi-dimensional look-up table. Each state
variable is divided into 60 regions. The value matrix (Figure 2.2a) for a single pendulum, with two state
variables (position and velocity) and three actions, will have three dimensions with 60x60x3 elements.
Each 60x60 matrix in Figure 2.2a contains the Q-values associated with the agent taking one of three
possible actions: the top matrix represents +20 Nm, the middle matrix represents 0 Nm, and bottom
matrix represents -20 Nm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2. Visual representation of how the SxA Q-value matrix (a) composes the policy (b). The states shown

( , )

represent position and velocity respectively. Each matrix of (a) corresponds to one of three control actions: top = +20 Nm,
middle = 0 Nm, bottom = -20 Nm. The policy, represented as a combined matrix (b) shows which actions are favored in which
states.

One can visually infer the policy from the merged Q-value matrix (Figure 2.2b). The system will begin in
an initial state s( , ) , proceed one time-step to new state s ' ( , ) , and use an action selector to
choose which action to take based on the policy. In using the ε-Greedy action selector mentioned in the
Q-learning algorithm (Figure 2.1), upon arriving in state s the agent will select a random action a with
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probability ε, otherwise the action corresponding to the matrix with the largest Q-value at state s with
probability 1- ε is selected, where ε∈[0,1].
2.1.2.4 Neural Networks
The value function can be approximated by an artificial neural network (ANN). Artificial neural
networks first appeared in the 1940’s, with McCulloch and Pitts [27] publishing the first systematic study
in 1943. Simple hardware models were first created, and due to impressive results, research resulted in
more complex models. In 1947 they explored pattern recognition using what are now known as singlelayer perceptrons [37]. Perceptrons were widely explored in the 1960’s with the work of Rosenblatt
(1962) [40], Widrow et al. (1961, 1963, Hoff 1962, Angell 1960) [60,61,62,63]. The field lost a lot of its
momentum in 1969 when Minsky and Papert [30] proved several restrictions on what a single-layer
perceptron can represent, and therefore learn. More specifically, Minsky discovered that a single-layer
perceptron cannot simulate a simple exclusive-or function. The function accepts two binary inputs and
returns a binary output. The perceptron output is only one if the first or second input is one, not both.
This became known as the linear separability problem, and in the 1960’s it was overcome by adding
more layers to the network [55]. Unfortunately there were no successful algorithms for training
multilayer ANN and the field quickly fell dormant.
The development of an algorithm to train a multilayer artificial neural network, known as backpropagation, was responsible for a resurgence of interest and research effort in ANN. In 1986 the
algorithm was presented by Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams [41]. However, Parker [36] had produced
the same results four years earlier. Yet Werbos [57] had described the method eight years before
Parker. The interdisciplinary publication of neural networks due to its application in a wide variety of
fields was blamed for the oversight in 1986 [55].
An artificial neural network is a collection of inter-connected nodes with an input layer, and
output layer, and a hidden layer. The input layer is often a pattern to be learned. The network
propagates the information through the hidden layer nodes, also known as feature detectors [9], and
finally to the network outputs. An artificial neuron (Figure 2.3), or node, consists of a set of inputs x, an
output y, a bias b, and a set of weights wij .
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Figure 2.3. Diagram of an artificial node y. Inputs are denoted by xi, and the bias unit is represented by input bj.

The input to a node j is the sum of products S j :

Sj

( xi wij ) b j

2.2

i

The sum of products is passed through a sigmoid function F(Sj) before being output (Figure 2.4). The
sigmoid function is chosen such that it receives a continuous input and outputs on the range [0, 1]:

F (S j )

1
1 e

Sj

2.3

The output y of node j is simply the solution of the sigmoid function:

yj

F (S j )

2.4

Another criterion of a sigmoid is that its derivative is simple, since it is used frequently when modifying
weights during network training. In the case of the sigmoid defined in Equation 2.3, its derivative is of
the form:

F (S j )
Sj

F ( S j )(1 F ( S j ))
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Figure 2.4. Plot of the sigmoid function, and the derivative of the sigmoid function over the interval [-8, 8].

Back-propagation uses gradient descent to determine the contribution of each connection to
the output error. The output error is defined as the difference between the network target output and
the actual output of the network. The networks evolved in this work are often asymmetric and contain
a complicated and sparsely connected hidden layer. For these reasons, rather than back-propagating
layer-by-layer, back-propagation is applied one node at a time. This is not formal back-propagation, but
a modified version we designed to work on sparsely connected networks.
For example, a two-layer feed-forward network consists of an input layer, a hidden layer, and an
output layer, where the inputs are only connected to the hidden layer and the hidden layer is only
connected to the output layer. Standard back-propagation is applied to each layer at a time. Now
imagine a fully connected network, where every node is connected to every other node. Our backpropagation method treats every network as such, but forces the weights between non-connected
nodes to zero so the error only back-propagates through pathways connected to the output of interest.
Even connections with zero weight will change during training, but our method ignores these changes if
the connection does not exist. This is essentially equivalent to standard back-propagation on a twolayer feed-forward network with one output since standard back-propagation ignores the missing
connections between the input and output layers, enabling the back-propagation to occur layer-bylayer. Therefore, standard back-propagation with one output is a special case of our method in which
each layer is fully forward connected to the next layer, and the weight changes on missing connections
between the input and output layers are ignored.
Propagating the errors backward through the sparsely connected pathways allows the hidden
layer nodes to be inter-connected and recursive, and also allows for connections between output nodes.
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To apply back-propagation to a sparsely connected network, a square connection matrix w is populated
only where a connection exists, and is assumed to be zero elsewhere. The connection matrix w is
defined such that

wij

w1

wi

1

1

 w1


 wi

j

2.6
j

where the subscript i represents the “from” node, and subscript j represents the “to” node. It is
important to note that all nodes are represented with both a row and a column. Weights on the
diagonal are non-zero only if there is a recursive connection.
An error vector

is defined such that

[ 1  i ]T
where

j

is the error of node i . The error of the network output

2.7

output

is determined by taking the

difference between the network output and the target output. In Q-learning, from the Bellman
equation (2.1), the output error is represented by:
output

such that

output

[ R'

max Q(s' , A' ) Q(s, a)]
a

2.8

is the error of the output which corresponds to the action a which was selected. As in

the table method, only the matrix representing the action taken is updated, which is just as true in value
function approximation. Unlike standard back-propagation in which all the outputs are taken into
account, only weights leading to the output in question are updated. To accomplish this, the output
errors of the non-selected outputs are held at zero. Not that they actually have zero error, however the
target value

Q( s, a) is only known for the action selected.

It should be noted that weights which lead to both the output in question and other outputs
may be changed in this process—unintentionally altering the value of the other outputs during the next
network evaluation. This is known as temporal instability, and for this reason, there is no guarantee of
value function convergence with a neural network function approximator. However, there are several
measures, which will be discussed later, that can be taken to increase the probability of convergence.
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The error vector

is populated by passing the error back through the network, starting with the

output error and ending with the first hidden nodes. The value of

wij

i

i

is

2.9

j

j

where the subscript i represents the “from” node, and subscript j represents the “to” nodes. To
quickly accomplish the back-propagation of error through each node, an iterative update rule is
employed:

w
where w is the connection matrix, and

2.10

is the error vector. Since the connections between all the

inputs and the bias node are zero, the error vector will only be non-zero error in the hidden layer and
the selected output nodes. Furthermore, only the “to” node error is used when updating the weights,
so the input and bias node errors are irrelevant. In order to preserve the output error, the recursive
weight of the respective output is set to 1 during back-propagation, but discarded there-after. The
weight update rule is:

wij
where

wij

2.11

wij is the change in weight specified by:

wij

where

wij

F (S j )
j

Sj

yi

j

F ( S j )(1 F ( S j )) yi

is the training-rate coefficient ∈[0,1) , y i is the output of the “from” node,

2.12

j

is the error of

the “to” node, and F ( S j )(1 F ( S j )) is the derivative of the “to” node output with respect to the sum
of products S j .
There are several areas where back-propagation can run into trouble [55]. Choosing the
training-rate coefficient

is an area of difficulty. Selecting a value that is too large can cause paralysis

or continuous instability. Paralysis is when the weights become so large that the derivative of the
sigmoid approaches zero, not allowing for weight adjustment during back-propagation. A training-rate
that is too small will take an infinite amount of training time to converge. Since back-propagation uses
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gradient descent to update weights, the weights can get caught in local minima. Momentum techniques
[9,24,113] have been shown to decrease the chances of weights falling into local minima. An automatic
adaptive training-rate algorithm was described by Wasserman [54] in 1988. Temporal Instability occurs
when in learning the current pattern a network loses its ability to predict previously learned patterns
[55]. Once again, lowering the training-rate coefficient can reduce the risk of a network becoming
temporally unstable.
2.1.2.5 Neuro-Evolution of Augmenting Topologies
Designing an appropriate network topology, or structure, is often very difficult [44]. NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) [44] is a genetic algorithm that evolves artificial neural
network structure. NEAT was designed by Kenneth Stanley et al. [44] in 2002, but they were not the
first to develop a system for evolving both ANN topology and weights; however their NEAT algorithm
addresses several unsolved problems found in the previously popular Topology and Weight Evolving
Artificial Neural Networks (TWEANNS).
NEAT overcomes the technical challenges often faced when evolving a structure. Historical
markings [44] are used to line up genes with the same historical origin to allow the offspring of networks
with disparate topologies to have a useful genetic representation. Innovative topologies are given a
chance to optimize over several generations by separating each innovation into a different species [44].
In order to find the simplest topology, the population starts with a minimal structure and network nodes
and connections are added over several generations through genetic mutation (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5. Simple example of how NEAT evolves more complicated structure. A node is added by splitting a connection in two,
a link is added by adding a connection between nodes (bold line) that did not previously exist. From Whiteson et al.
Evolutionary Function Approximation for Reinforcement Learning [59].

Neat uses historical markings [44] to keep track of genes within the population. Each network
has a set of connection genes and node genes. Each time a structural mutation occurs, the new gene is
assigned a global innovation number (historical marking), representing the chronological appearance of
that gene. If the same mutation occurs among different members of the population in the same
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generation, they are assigned the same innovation number so as not to have redundant historical
markings. This allows the genes of the two parents to be lined up during cross-over (Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6. Genetic cross-over involves matching up the genomes of both parents. Innovation numbers are shown at the top of
each gene; connections are represented in the middle. Non-matching genes are either disjoint or excess, depending on
whether their innovation number is larger or smaller than the other parent’s largest innovation number. If a gene is disabled in
either parent, there is a chance it will be disabled in the offspring as well. From Stanley et al. [44].

The offspring in Figure 2.6 inherit all the disjoint and excess genes from the parent with higher
fitness, and all other matching genes are randomly chosen from either parent. Smaller structures
optimize faster than larger structures [44], and commonly fitness is initially reduced when adding new
structure to a network [59]. Therefore a network with a novel mutation might not survive long enough
for the weights to adjust. To combat this problem, NEAT separates the population into different species,
allowing individual networks to optimize within their species before competing with the rest of the
population.
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When a member of the population is being evaluated, it is assigned a fitness value. In
reproduction, networks use explicit fitness sharing [59], therefore they must share the fitness with the
networks in their species, which prevents any single species from dominating the population. Therefore
prior to reproduction every species is assigned a potentially different number of offspring. The total
number of offspring n k allotted to each species is:

nk

Fk
P
F tot

2.13

where Fk is the average fitness of species k, Ftot is the sum of all species fitness averages, and P is the
size of the population. Since the fitness is shared, it is important that all fitness values are positive;
otherwise the population size changes from generation to generation. Furthermore, the NEAT
reproduction algorithm only considers positive fitness values. The best performing individual in each
species is preserved for the next generation, while the lowest performing fraction of each species is
eliminated. The parents selected to reproduce for the next generation are randomly selected among
the remaining individuals.
The historical markings are used to determine network topology. The network is then assigned
to the first specie that contains a random member whose distance
t

. Topological dissimilarity is used to determine the distance

c1 E
N

c2 D
N

is within a compatibility threshold

between two networks:

c3 W

2.14

where E is the number of excess genes, D is the number of disjoint genes, W is the average weight
differences of matching genes, and N is the number of genes in the larger genome to normalize for
gene size. The coefficients c1 , c 2 , and c 3 adjust the importance of these dissimilarities in determining
network distance.
NEAT was validated on cart-pole balancing tasks, where NEAT performed 25 times faster than
Cellular Encoding and 5 times faster than ESP [44].
In 2006, Whiteson et al. [59] published a method which combines NEAT with Q-learning:
Evolutionary Function Approximation for Reinforcement Learning (NEAT+Q). The NEAT+Q algorithm, as
seen in Figure 2.7, uses NEAT to evolve an ANN to approximate a Q-learning value function. Thus, the
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algorithm evolves a network that is better able to estimate the value function while using backpropagation to train the network [59]. The outputs of the network now represent the long-term
discounted sum of rewards (Q-values) of the corresponding state-action pair which are used to both
select the most desirable action as well as update the estimates of the other state-action pairs [59].
NEAT+Q Algorithm(S,A, c, p,mn,ml, g, e, α, γ, λ, εtd)
1 : // S: set of all states, A: set of all actions, c: output scale, p: population size
2 : // mn: node mutation rate, ml: link mutation rate, g: number of generations
3 : // e: number of episodes per generation, α: learning rate, γ: discount factor
4 : // λ: eligibility decay rate, εtd: exploration rate
5 :
6 : P*+ ← INIT-POPULATION(S,A, p)
// create new population P with random networks
7 : for i ← 1 to g do
8 :
for j ← 1 to e do
9 :
N, s, s′ ← RANDOM(P[]), null, INIT-STATE(S)
// select a network randomly
10 :
repeat
11 :
Q*+ ← c× EVAL-NET(N, s′)
// compute value estimates for current state
12 :
13 :
with-prob(εtd) a′ ← RANDOM(A)
// select random exploratory action
14 :
else a′ ← argmaxkQ[k]
// or select greedy action
15 :
if s ≠ null then
16 :
BACKPROP(N, s, a, (r +γmaxkQ*k+)/c, α, γ, λ)
// adjust weights toward target
17 :
18 :
s, a ← s′, a′
19 :
r, s′ ← TAKE-ACTION(a′)
// take action and transition to new state
20 :
N.fitness ← N.fitness + r
// update total reward accrued by N
21 :
until TERMINAL-STATE?(s)
22 :
N.episodes ← N.episodes + 1
// update total number of episodes for N
23 :
P′*+ ← new array of size p
// new array will store next generation
24 :
for j ← 1 to p do
25 :
P′*j+ ← breed-net(P[])
// make a new network based on fit parents in P
26 :
with-probability mn: ADD-NODE-MUTATION(P′[j])
// add a node to new network
27 :
with-probability ml: ADD-LINK-MUTATION(P′[j])
// add a link to new network
28 :
P*+ ← P′[]
Figure 2.7. NEAT+Q Algorithm designed to evolve an ANN function approximator for Q-learning. From Whiteson et al.
Evolutionary Function Approximation for Reinforcement Learning [59].
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2.2 Mixed Differential-Algebraic Equations of Motion
The equations of motion were represented by a set of mixed differential-algebraic equations.
The method of derivation was extracted from Haug’s Computer-Aided Kinematics and Dynamics of
Mechanical Systems [19].
First, a set of nc general Cartesian coordinates q of the system are defined such that they
uniquely specify the position and orientation of all the bodies in the system:

q [q1 , q 2 , , q nc ]T

2.15

By subtracting the number of degrees of freedom of the system from the number of dependent
coordinates, the required number of constraint equations can be determined. The constraint equations,
expressed as algebraic equations in terms of generalized coordinates, impose conditions on the relative
motion between bodies. Therefore, a set of nh kinematic constraint equations

K

(q ) that do not

depend explicitly on time are of the form:
K

(q)

[

K
1

K
nh

(q ),  ,

(q )] T

0

2.16

Similarly, if the number of kinematic constraint equations does not meet the required number of
constraints, then driving constraints

D

(q ) are introduced such that
D

The constraint vector

( q, t )

0

2.17

(q, t ) must fully describe the geometry of the joint [19]. For simplicity,

equations 2.16 and 2.17 are combined:
K

( q, t )

If the Jacobian matrix

q

is nonsingular (

D

q

(q)

( q, t )

0

2.18

0 ) then the constraint vector can be solved for

q as a function of time. Position q cannot simply be differentiated to obtain q or q since q is not
known as an explicit function of time. Therefore the chain rule of differentiation is applied to obtain the
velocity equation

:
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q

q

0

t
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or
q

q
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t

Similarly, the chain rule can be applied to obtain the acceleration equation :

q

q (

q

q ) q q

qt

q

tq

q

tt
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or
q

q

(

q

q ) q q

2

qt

q

tt
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The variational equations of motion for each body i can be summed to determine the variation
equations of motion for the entire multi-body system:
nb

qiT [ M i qi

Qi ]

0

2.23

i 1

In addition to the composite state variable q defined in equation 2.15, it is necessary to define a
composite mass matrix M , and a composite vector of generalized forces Q such that

diag ( M 1 , M 2 ,, M nb )

M

2.24

and

Q

T T
[Q1T , Q2T ,  Qnb
]

2.25

where gravitational and spring-damper forces are represented as generalized forces. Now the
constrained variational equation (2.23) may be written in the form:

q T [ Mq Q]

0

2.26

The constrained variational equations of motion hold for all virtual displacements q that are consistent
with the constraints and that satisfy:
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q

q

0

2.27

To reduce the variational equation (2.23) to a mixed system of differential-algebraic equations,
Lagrange multipliers are introduced. The Lagrange Multiplier Theorem [19] states: let b be a n vector of
constants, x be a n vector of variables, and A be a m n constant matrix. If

bT x

0

2.28

Ax 0

2.29

holds for all x that satisfy

then there exists an m vector

of Lagrange multipliers such that

bT x

T

Ax

2.30

0

for arbitrary x . However, A and b must have a close relationship, because equation 2.28 is conditional
in that it is only true for values of x that satisfy the relationship in equation 2.29.
Applied to equations 2.28 and 2.29, the Lagrange multiplier theorem guarantees the existence
of a Lagrange multiplier vector

such that

[Mq Q A ]T q

T
q

T
q

q [Mq

Q A ]T q

0
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for arbitrary q . Therefore the coefficient of q must be 0, yielding the Lagrange multiplier form of the
equations of motion:
T
q

Mq

QA

2.32

Finally, equations 2.22 and 2.32 can be combined in matrix form to yield the Mixed DifferentialAlgebraic Equations (DAE) of Motion:

M
q

T
q

q

QA

0

The accelerations and Lagrange multipliers of the Mixed DAE of motion can be numerically
solved and integrated using any standard ODE solver. There is one Lagrange multiplier for each
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2.33

kinematic and driving constraint equation, and they represent the forces and torques required to
maintain such constraints.
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3 Pendulum Swing-up/Balance Task using Q-Learning
3.1 Introduction
To demonstrate the effectiveness of reinforcement learning, we implemented machine learning
techniques to optimize the control policy in a benchmark under-driven single pendulum swing-up and
balance task [8]. In this work we utilize a controller that learns from experience in order to complete
the task of balancing a pendulum upright from an initial stationary hanging position. The controller
applied a reinforcement learning method known as Q-Learning [56] to determine an appropriate policy
for choosing control torques given the pendulum state at each time-step. As the pendulum explored the
environment, the controller received positive reinforcement: reward for progress toward an upright
posture, and punishment for entering a terminal state (e.g. moving too fast, traveling beyond 4π
radians).
The single pendulum swing-up task [2,12] has been implemented in the past to compare feed
forward neural networks with linear function approximators [8], and is very similar to the classic
mountain-car problem [18]. The single pendulum task is often overlooked due to its simplicity when
compared to the cart-pole problem; however it serves as a hybrid of the cart-pole and mountain-car
tasks. Furthermore, the single-link pendulum is more easily modified into the topologically similar twolink pendulum often used in dynamic walking simulations. Therefore it is our aim to use the single
pendulum as a first step towards controlling a bipedal walker.
We designed the controller by following previous work in reinforcement learning. Many simple
problems have been successfully solved using Q-learning [56]. The cart-pole [3,25,33,46], the mountaincar [18,25,47], and the single pendulum [2,8,12,43] problems are just a few examples of applications of
Q-learning.
The cart-pole problem [18] involves an agent learning how to balance an inverted pendulum on
a horizontally mobile cart by selecting applied forces to the cart. The mountain-car problem [47]
involves a car trapped in a valley between two mountains; with insufficient force to simply drive out of
the valley the agent must first learn to gain momentum by driving back and forth to reach the goal. The
single pendulum problem [8] is a combination of the two previous problems: it involves an agent
learning how to balance a single pendulum from an initial hanging position with less torque than is
required to simply lift the pendulum upright from the initial position.
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The Q-Learning control method appealed to us for several reasons. It is both a simple and
effective controller: it has been proven to work in similar experiments [18, 53]. Q-learning is an offpolicy temporal difference learning method [47], meaning the algorithm allows the pendulum to
continually learn, even when the policy is not being followed. Finally, Q-learning is compatible with
methods we desire to apply in future research.
We used a simple single pendulum to demonstrate that Q-learning can direct a non-linear
system to reach a pre-specified goal. Similar to published results [2,8,12,43], it was hypothesized that
the controller would learn to swing the under-driven pendulum back and forth in order to gain
momentum for swing-up. Once upright, the pendulum was expected to exhibit a periodic motion
around the vertical.

3.2 Methods
In this section background is provided on pendulum dynamics and Q-learning.
3.2.1

Pendulum Dynamics
For purposes of testing Q-learning on a simple non-linear system, we employed a single

pendulum (Figure 3.1) to learn how to balance upright with insufficient torque ( T

mgLd ) [2, 12]. The

controller was not able to simply swing the pendulum upright on the first attempt, but must learn how
to swing the pendulum upright. The system is oriented such that 0 rad is defined at minimum potential
energy, and

rad at maximum potential energy.

Figure 3.1. Diagram of single pendulum (mass, m = 10 kg, length, L =2 m, length scalar d = 0.5).
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The center of mass of the pendulum L d is assumed to be located at half the length in order to
utilize the moment of inertia I of a slender rod,

1 2
mL
3

I

3.1

where m is the mass, and L is the length. The constrained variational equation of motion was
obtained:

I 

M

1 2 
mL
mgLd sin( )
3

T

3.2

is angular position,  is angular

where T is applied torque, g is acceleration of gravity,

acceleration, and d is a length scalar on the interval [0, 1] to locate the center of mass along the body.
Solving the equation of motion of the pendulum in equation 3.2 for angular acceleration  yields:



3(T

mgLd sin( ))
mL2

3.3

which is useful when determining the state at the next time-step.
The time-step

t of the simulation is fixed at one-thirty-sixth the period T p of the un-driven

form of the pendulum. This allows for a time-step to occur at most every ten degrees when the undriven form of the pendulum oscillates. The period is inversely related to the angular frequency, and
thus the time-step is defined as:

Tp

t
where the angular frequency
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2
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L
18 3gd
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the un-driven pendulum is solved for by linearizing equation 3.3 and

setting the control torque to zero:



3 gd
L



2

2
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3 gd
L

3 gd
L

3.5

3.2.1.1 Q-Learning
Q-Learning is a temporal-difference and optimal control method developed by Chris Watkin’s in
1989 [47, 56]. It is a reinforcement learning technique that has gained much attention in recent years
with the success of Gerry Tesauro's 1992 backgammon playing program, TD-Gammon [50, 51]. Qlearning maps state/action pairs to Q-values [47]. Therefore, in each state there is a Q-value associated
with each possible action. A Q-value is formally defined as “the sum of the (possibly discounted)
reinforcements received when performing the associated action and then following the given policy
thereafter” [18]. As used in this study, one-step Q-learning [47] is defined by the Bellman equation as:

Q(s, a)

Q(s, a)

where Q is the Q-value matrix,

[ R(s' )

max Q(s' , A' ) Q(s, a)]
a

is the learning rate,

3.6

is the discount factor, R is the reward at state

s' , and max Q( s' , A' ) is the expected total discounted reward resulting from taking greedy action a' in
a

state s' and continuing with the policy thereafter. The agent’s goal is to maximize the sum of rewards
received over time [8]. Sutton’s one-step Q-learning algorithm (Figure 3.2) was determined to be simple
and successful [53] on simple learning tasks.
Q-Learning Algorithm
Initialize Q( s, a) arbitrarily
Repeat (for each episode):
Initialize s
Repeat (for each step of episode):
Choose a from s using policy derived from Q (e.g., ε-greedy)
Take action a , observe s' , R (s ' )

Q(s, a)
s

Q(s, a)

[ R(s' )

max Q(s' , A' ) Q(s, a)]
a

s' ;

until s is terminal
Figure 3.2. Q-learning: An off-policy TD control algorithm. From Sutton et al.[47] in Reinforcement Learning: An Introduction,
MIT Press.

The Q-value function is an approximation of optimal Q-value function Q*, independent of the
policy being followed. This off-policy convergence is what makes Q-learning more widely used than
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other reinforcement learning methods. Provided that every state-action pair continues to be updated,
Q has been proven to converge to an optimal Q* with a probability of one [47].
The coordinate system in Figure 3.1 is defined such that the reward function R (s ' ) in equation
3.6 resembles the minimum time to goal reward class:

R( s ' )

cos( ) t

3.7

The reward is not the typical -1 value of the minimum time to goal reward class, but rather a
compromise designed to entice any movement away from 0 rad [8, 43]. This precipitates more learning
to occur in fewer episodes, where the agent for the reward defined in equation 3.7 learned in less than
100,000 episodes, a solution for a reward of -1 was still not found after 10,000,000 episodes. If the
agent only receives the same reward at all states that aren’t the goal, then it begins learning only when
it has randomly stumbled upon the goal each trial. The reward is propagated through state-space
through the Bellman equation’s (equation 3.6) use of the discount factor .

3.3 Results and Discussion
The following section contains the results and discussion of the under-driven pendulum swingup task using Q-learning with a value function matrix.
We simulated an inverted pendulum through which a control agent learned, via Q-learning, a
policy to both swing up and balance a single pendulum. This problem has been solved by others [8]
using Q-learning. The learned Q-value function (as seen in Figure 3.3) is composed of the maximum
value max Q( S , A) of all actions at each location in state-space, and is approaching the optimal Q*. The
a

lowest Q-value occurs at coordinate (0, 0), where the agent receives punishment for being idle. The
largest Q-value occurs at the apex of a ridge, where the angular position is increasing to a maximum and
the pendulum angular velocity is approaching a minimum.
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Figure 3.3. (Color Plot) Optimized Value Function: maximum Q-value of each action over state-space.

The policy in Figure 3.4 is a graphical representation of the best actions with respect to statespace. The transition of the policy from negative torque to positive torque is often met with zero
torque. There are two probable reasons for this: firstly, the value function may not have fully optimized
to Q*, but merely converged sufficiently to complete the given task, and secondly, the agent may have
learned that points of local maximum angle occur between time steps, therefore making it no more
desirable to push the pendulum up as it is to allow the pendulum to reach its maximum potential before
driving it down again. This effect could be reduced by dividing the state variables into more regions, or
state features. Currently 60 state features are used per state, less could still converge on a solution, but
too few would disable the agent’s ability to learn important information such as sharp ridges and
discontinuities in value.
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Figure 3.4. (Color Plot) The policy determined by selecting the best action in each state. The policy appears to be converging on
a radially-symmetric solution. The state-space behavior of the pendulum (white) as it swings-up and balances.

The pendulum exhibited a periodic motion as it oscillated near -π rad (Figure 3.5). The
pendulum did not reach -π rad, but rather learned to oscillate slightly below it. This could be due to the
discrete table that is used, or programming error in the position feature selection. While balancing the
pendulum upright, the agent favored the zero torque action; this is because at zero torque, a pendulum
that is barely moving won’t gather speed as quickly. Therefore the reward established to promote
swing-up also aided in reducing control cost.
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Figure 3.5. Periodic behavior of the pendulum as it oscillates near the vertical.

The pendulum learned to use momentum to its advantage by swinging back and forth as evident
in Figure 3.6. Whether the pendulum learned to travel to +π rad or -π rad was based on the direction it
learned to escape from 0 rad when exploring the state space. The 20 second simulation used a 4th order
Runge-Kutta ODE solver, with a fixed time-step of one-thirty-sixth of the pendulum period. The agent
selected a control torque of zero for 43.0 percent of the 20 second run. The pendulum reached 5
percent of its final value in 7.14 seconds.
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Figure 3.6. (Color Plot) De-parameterized pendulum behavior. Where ω is the angular frequency of the pendulum defined by
equation 3.5.

The time axis was de-parameterized to represent any length pendulum with an available
maximum torque proportional to its length. Learning how to balance a one-degree of freedom upright
is trivial, however learning how to swing up first is not. The max allowable control torque

is defined

by:

mgLd

3.8

As long as the maximum control torque is less than mgdL —the torque required to overcome the force
due to gravity as evident from equation 3.2—the agent must learn to build enough momentum to swing
the pendulum upright before learning how to balance [12]. Therefore the agent must learn to combine
two policies, a swing up routine followed by a balance routine.

3.4 Conclusion
In this study, a method of machine learning known as Q-learning was implemented to enable an
agent to learn an appropriate control scheme to balance an under-driven pendulum. The environment
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exhibited the Markov property in that its one-step dynamics enable us to predict the next state s' and
expected next reward R given the current state s and action a . Similar to the results of Doya [12], the
learning agent built up momentum in order to swing up, then balanced upright while applying no
control torque whenever possible. The pendulum reached 5 percent of its final value in 7.14 seconds.
The learned behavior was facilitated by the reward function which promoted pendulum
elevation. The learning agent discovered that when torque is not applied to a nearly stationary
pendulum it tends to move less, therefore the agent learned to balance the pendulum upright while
inadvertently selecting zero torque for 43 percent of the 20 second run. This favorable side-effect
illustrates the importance of the reward function. While the reward function was designed to critique
vertical position, it also encouraged efficient control.
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4 Pendulum Swing-up/Balance Task using NEAT+Q
4.1 Introduction
We desire to decrease the computation time required for a single pendulum to balance upright
from an initial stationary hanging position. Much of the computation time is occupied by updating the
value function matrix. The most effective way to speed up value function convergence is to reduce the
number of dimensions of the value function, since the source of the problem stems from what is known
as “the curse of dimensionality” [47]. A solution to this problem is to use a function approximator to
represent the value function instead of a multi-dimensional matrix.
In this work we replace the SxSxA element value function matrix with a (1+S+S)xA element
artificial neural network (ANN) function approximator. When extrapolating from a single link to a
double or triple link pendulum, the number of state variables increases from 2 variables (position and
velocity) to 4 or 6 variables, respectively. With additional bodies, the elements in the matrix method
grow exponentially. An advantage of a neural net function approximator is that with additional bodies,
the number of weights only grows linearly. From Table 4.1, using a function approximator reduces the
number of elements composing a value function for a single body with 3 actions and 60 state features
by more than 96%. Using three bodies with sixty state features would require 1.1197 tera-bytes of
memory; this is three orders of magnitude more than the 2 giga-bytes commercially available in 2007. If
the capacity of RAM follows Moore’s Law, doubling every 18 months, then it will be 40+ years before a
computer can handle such a matrix. Clearly, using a function approximator requires less memory, less
iterations, and therefore, less computation time.
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Table 4.1. An approximate number of elements composing a value function with 3 actions. White rows utilize the multidimensional matrix representation, while gray* rows utilize the equivalent neural net function approximator (note: table
assumes a fully connected network with no hidden nodes).

# Bodies

State Features (per state variable)

10

20

30

40

50

60

1

3.0E+02

1.2E+03

2.7E+03

4.8E+03

7.5E+03

1.1E+04

1*

6.0E+01

1.2E+02

1.8E+02

2.4E+02

3.0E+02

3.6E+02

2

3.0E+04

4.8E+05

2.4E+06

7.7E+06

1.9E+07

3.9E+07

2*

1.2E+02

2.4E+02

3.6E+02

4.8E+02

6.0E+02

7.2E+02

3

3.0E+06

1.9E+08

2.2E+09

1.2E+10

4.7E+10

1.4E+11

3*

1.8E+02

3.6E+02

5.4E+02

7.2E+02

9.0E+02

1.1E+03

Since MATLAB is notoriously slower than C++, we have decided to use analog inputs ranging
from -1 to +1 instead of digital inputs with state features. A neural network with continuous input
would require a single input to represent an entire state variable (rather than several state features for
binary input). Thus the number of elements composing a value function of three actions and three
bodies would be 18.
Manually constructed function approximators are often unable to solve even simple problems
[4]. Sutton [59] reports that the most sophisticated neural networks assume a static training set over
which multiple passes are made while not allowing for online learning using incrementally acquired
data. For this reason, neural networks have been discarded in the past for the more reliable radial basis
function [23] or locally weighted regression [4]. However, many applications of ANN merely lack an
appropriate topology. Many refer to the interactions within an ANN as a black box—too complex to
comprehend. It is for this reason that manually designing a minimal yet appropriate neural network
structure for a nonlinear system is impractical.
It is more computationally effective to allow a controller to evolve an appropriate ANN topology
rather than force it to use a poorly designed network [59]. Therefore we employ Kenneth Stanley’s
NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) [59]. The program consists of a population of simple
neural networks that evolve a more complex and appropriate topology through the use of a genetic
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algorithm. This increases the probability that a network will be evolved that approximates the value
function accurately.
We used NEAT+Q, a combination of NEAT and Q-Learning, to evolve a neural network function
approximator to represent the Value function. This synergistic method has been proven to work faster
with higher rewards than either Q-Learning or NEAT alone [59] on tasks similar to the single pendulum
balance problem. Also, learning has been shown to be more successful if the learning-rate

is linearly

annealed [59] to zero over the course of the training episodes.

4.2 Methods
In this section, background is provided on pendulum dynamics and Evolutionary Function
Approximation for Reinforcement Learning (NEAT+Q).
4.2.1

Pendulum Dynamics
For purposes of testing Q-learning on a simple non-linear system, we employed a single

pendulum (Figure 4.1) to learn how to balance upright with insufficient torque ( T

mgLd ) [2, 12]. The

controller was not be able to simply swing the pendulum upright on the first attempt, but must learn
how to swing the pendulum upright. The system is oriented such that 0 rad is defined at minimum
potential energy, and

rad at maximum potential energy.

Figure 4.1. Diagram of single pendulum (mass, m = 10 kg, length, L =2 m, length scalar d = 0.5).

The center of mass of the pendulum L d is assumed to be located at half the length in order to
utilize the moment of inertia I of a slender rod,
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where m is the mass, and L is the length. The constrained variational equation of motion was
obtained:

I 

M

1 2 
mL
mgLd sin( )
3

T

4.2

is angular position,  is angular

where T is applied torque, g is acceleration of gravity,

acceleration, and d is a length scalar on the interval [0, 1] to locate the center of mass along the body.
Solving the equation of motion of the pendulum in equation 4.2 for angular acceleration  yields:



3(T

mgLd sin( ))
mL2

4.3

which is useful when determining the state at the next time-step.
The time-step

t of the simulation is fixed at one-thirty-sixth the period T p of the un-driven

form of the pendulum. This allows for a time-step to occur at most every ten degrees when the undriven form of the pendulum oscillates. The period is inversely related to the angular frequency, and
thus the time-step is defined as:

Tp

t
where the angular frequency
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the un-driven pendulum is solved for by linearizing equation 4.3 and

setting the control torque to zero:



4.2.2

3 gd
L



2

2

3 gd
L

3 gd
L

Evolutionary Function Approximation for Reinforcement Learning
For a single pendulum, a look-up table is adequate to evaluate the Q-value function, however

our goal is to apply Q-learning to larger systems for which a multi-dimensional matrix is impractical.
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4.5

Therefore, we show that the single pendulum task can be solved with a function approximator as well as
the look-up table.
The coordinate system in Figure 4.1 is defined such that the reward function R (s ' ) in equation
4.6 resembles the minimum time to goal reward class:

R( s ' )

(1 cos( )) t

4.6

The reward is not the typical -1 value of the minimum time to goal reward class, but rather a
compromise designed to entice any movement away from 0 rad [8]. This precipitates more learning to
occur in fewer episodes. If the agent only receives the same reward at all states that aren’t the goal,
then it begins learning only when it has randomly stumbled upon the goal. The reward was then
propagated through state-space through the Bellman equation’s (equation 3.6) use of the discount
factor . The reward is also shifted such that all rewards were positive. This is because the reward is
used to gauge network fitness, and the fitness of a network must be positive [44].

4.3 Results and Discussion
The following section contains the results and discussion of the under-driven pendulum swingup task using Q-learning with an ANN value function approximator.
We simulated an inverted pendulum, and used NEAT+Q to evolve an ANN as a function
approximator for a Q-learning agent to learn a control policy to both swing the pendulum upright, and
balance the pendulum. This problem has been solved by others [8] using Q-learning, however low-pass
filtered torque and random initial states produced different results. Using NEAT+Q only the solution at
+π was found, which was most likely due to the initial state selection of (0,0) rather than choosing a
random initial state for each learning episode [8], but the result is still a valid solution of the swingup/balance problem. The initial state was (0,0) and not random in order to create a standard from
which to compare the fitness of the population over all the training episodes.
The ANN (Figure 4.2) which properly solved the pendulum swing-up/balance task evolved in the
first generation out of a population of 1000. The larger the population, the more likely a solution will be
found. For example, in less than 200 generations a population of 150 can learn the XOR pattern [44],
while a population of 1000 was used for a more complex non-Markov (no velocity input) double pole
balancing problem. A large population size of 1000 was used because the solution was expected to
require several generations to evolve, but since the solution was linear, it was a simple matter of
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converging on the correct weights to solve the problem. Networks were evaluated for approximately
100 episodes on average using Interval Evaluation Evolution [115] for network selection. A solution was
found in approximately forty minutes in MATLAB, compared to five minutes for the tabular method
using C++.

Figure 4.2. (color plot) Evolved neural network structure for the pendulum swing-up/balance task. The connection weights
ranged from red excitory (positive) connections to blue inhibitory (negative) connections with values ranging from –8 to + 8
respectively. Node 1 represents position, node 2 represents velocity, node 3 is the bias node, and nodes 4-6 are the Q-values
corresponding to +20, 0, and -20 Nm.

The outputs of the evolved network represent the Q-values for each action at any given state.
The learned value function Q (Figure 4.3) is composed of the maximum value max Q( S , A) of all actions
a

at each location in state-space. Since the network contains no hidden nodes, the solution is composed
of three intersecting planes. Therefore, the physical meanings behind the minimum and maximum
values of the value function are more difficult to decipher.
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Figure 4.3. (Color Plot) Evolved Value Function: maximum Q-value of each action over state-space.

The value function approximation is not as smooth as the tabular value function, nor is it as
intuitive to observe. But the policy (Figure 4.4) from which the value function is constructed is what is
most important. The learned function approximator policy is best described as an extreme
simplification of one of the solutions of the tabular value function policy (Figure 3.4). While the solution
is extreme, it is an acceptable solution from the standpoint that the pendulum using the table-based
methods only took one of the two solutions as well. While this doesn’t necessarily prove that NEAT
found a complex non-linear solution, it does show that NEAT discovered the simplest solution to the
problem.
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Figure 4.4. (Color Plot) The policy determined by selecting the best action in each state. The white line represents the statespace behavior of the pendulum. The policy with NEAT+Q appears to only consider one of the two solutions that the look-up
table method found.

Since the evolved agent only found one of the two solutions, the policy only allows the
pendulum to swing to the +π direction. Once upright, the pendulum oscillates (Figure 4.5), much like in
the table-based method. However, using the NEAT+Q algorithm, the pendulum oscillates about the
desired point (0, π), and its cycle appears more chaotic than in the table-based Q-learning.
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Figure 4.5. Periodic behavior of the pendulum as it oscillates about (0, π).

The behavior of the pendulum (Figure 4.6) is nearly identical to the table-based Q-learning
pendulum, in which it learned to build momentum for swing-up before balancing. The agent selected
zero torque 37.9 percent of the twenty second run. The pendulum reached 5 percent of its final value in
7.27 seconds, only 0.13 seconds slower than the table-based method. Though it should be noted that
the pendulum oscillated about the vertical in the NEAT+Q trial and not about -3.07 rad as in the tablebased method, therefore the 5 percent settling value was slightly higher.
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Figure 4.6. (Color Plot) De-parameterized pendulum behavior. Where ω is the angular frequency of the pendulum defined by
equation 4.5.

4.4 Conclusion
Evolutionary Function Approximation for Reinforcement Learning (NEAT+Q) was applied to the
simple pendulum swing-up/balance task. The algorithm evolved a correct agent within the first
generation, with no hidden nodes. The solution was an extreme simplification of the complex policy
discovered with table-based Q-learning. This shows that the NEAT+Q algorithm is fully capable of
discovering simple solutions for non-linear control tasks.
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5 Active Dynamic Bipedal Walking with NEAT+Q
5.1 Introduction
In this work we use reinforcement learning to develop a gait for a three degree-of-freedom
walker. Similar to published pendulum behavior [2,8,12,43], we demonstrated that Q-learning is
capable of learning a control policy for the non-linear single pendulum control problem. While the
learned policy was simpler than published results [2,8,12,43], the NEAT+Q method was successful in
evolving a solution to the single pendulum balance task. Therefore NEAT+Q is applied to a multi-body
dynamic biped. The three-segment walker is a modified McGeer planar compass-gait model [28,29]
with an active torso. NEAT+Q evolved an artificial neural network to approximate the Q-value function.
At each time-step the learning agent had six actions to choose from, each representing a binary
combination of two control inputs: one to actuate the swing leg, and the other to actuate the torso. A
first-order filter was applied to the control inputs and interpreted as control torque. This allowed a
range of control torques rather than directly applying a torque. The price of filtering torque activations
is that the torques now become state variables of the system.
Control of legged robots is a difficult task, specifically since the systems are commonly
nonlinear. Russell et al. [42] were able to achieve active dynamic walking on a two-segment walker on
both level and uphill surfaces. Applying a reinforcement learning technique such as Q-learning [47,56]
allows the controller to learn to adapt to many environments, both external and internal. The appeal of
reinforcement learning is that although a policy that is learned in simulation may not be appropriate in
reality, through exploration an agent can acclimate to the subtle changes in dynamics. Physical robots
experience unpredicted disturbances, such as friction, slippage and mass asymmetry, both internally and
from their environment. Reinforcement learning algorithms [32] have been shown to adapt to these
anomalies.
Various techniques have been applied to achieve Active dynamic walking with reinforcement
learning. Mandersloot et al. [26] successfully applied dynamic programming techniques to control the
step length, ankle torque, and desired torso angle of a three-body planar compass gait walker with an
inverted pendulum as a torso. The walker had mass-less legs, with all the mass concentrated at the hip.
The walker learned to walk from an initial standing position. Like Morimoto [32], to avoid the curse of
dimensionality Mandersloot only updated the control force at a Poincare section (once per footstep),
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where the reward was +0.1 for continued upright walking, and -1 for falling. Since the position of the
stance leg was known at the Poincare section, he was able to reduce the number of state variables by
limiting observation to the angular velocity of the stance leg.
Unfortunately, learning a Poincare map limited the controller’s ability to control the inverted
pendulum that acts as a torso; therefore, the torso had to be supported with a PD servo controller. The
servo used a fixed vertical as reference for the torso angle. While it is desirable that the torso stand
upright, using a fixed Cartesian reference angle for a PD controller artificially stabilizes the torso. If the
walker were to fall forward, the spring-like aspect of the controller would attempt to remain upright and
therefore defeat the purpose of a passive torso.
Furthermore, a hand-designed walking pattern was used as a nominal trajectory of the robot.
The use of a kinematic trajectory taken from a system with different parameters can successfully control
a robotic walker [26], but at the cost of ignoring the passive dynamics of the system resulting in higher
active joint torque.
To prove that Q-learning [47,56] is an effective tool to control an active bipedal walker with a
torso, we used NEAT+Q to control a three segment bipedal walker model. Current reinforcement
learning methods for bipedal walking [26] learn joint stiffness parameters and apply them once each
step, at a Poincare section. Unlike current methods, the NEAT+Q controller learned a policy for applying
swing hip and torso torque activations at fixed time-steps throughout each step to allow for more
precise control. We defined a single reward function to achieve two primary goals: fast walking while
maintaining an upright torso posture.

5.2 Methods
In this section, background is provided on walker dynamics and Evolutionary Function
Approximation for Reinforcement Learning (NEAT+Q).
5.2.1

Walker Dynamics
The simulation consists of a forward-dynamic walker (Figure 5.1) based on previous designs

[13,14,28]. During the single support phase, the stance leg angle is treated like a pin joint at the
foot/ground interface. Since our model has no knees, the swing leg passes through the ground twice
during a step, these zero-crossing events are referred to as short-period gait and long-period gait
[14,29]. We investigate only the long-period solution as McGeer [29] concludes that long-period gait is
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stable while short-period gait is not. In this model there is no double support phase, therefore a
discontinuity in velocity occurs at foot-strike resulting from the conservation of angular momentum
[21,42] during impact, at which time the stance leg and swing leg positions and velocities are switched
for the next step. The angular velocity  after foot-strike is related to  before foot-strike by:

Q( ) 

Q( ) 

5.1

where Q( ) and Q( ) represent the momentum matrices immediately before and after swing leg
impact about the swing foot, and is similar to published results [29,35,42,52]. Conserving momentum
about the impact foot leads to discontinuities in angular velocities and a loss of kinetic energy at each
foot-strike. Using a compass-gait walker, Goswami et al. [16] demonstrate that kinetic energy loss
resulting in phase-space contraction is necessary to maintain dynamic stability.

Figure 5.1. Diagram of the three-segment bipedal walker. The square denotes the revolute ankle joint of the stance leg fixed to
the coordinate plane. The joint at the hip is also revolute.

Each body i has mass m i , length L i , and a center of mass is located at Li d i , where the length
scalar d i ∈ [0, 1]. For these parameters we chose to use anthropomorphic data from de Leva [10] for an
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adult male. Using the lengths, masses, and center of mass locations of a known walking entity allowed
us to focus on the many other problems encountered with bipedal walking.
The equations of motion for the system in Figure 5.1 were solved for and numerically integrated
with a fixed step 4th-order Runge-Kutta ODE solver in MATLAB. The accelerations q and Lagrange
multipliers

were described by a set of mixed differential-algebraic equations:

q

q

QA

5.2

0

q

where M is the inertia matrix,

1

T
q

M

is the Jacobian matrix (the partial derivative of the constraints

with respect to the coordinates q ),

is the solution to the acceleration equation, and Q A is the set of

applied forces.
All links are connected via revolute joints; therefore the system has three degrees-of-freedom.
The generalized coordinates q were defined as:

q

[ x1 , y1 , 1 , x 2 , y 2 ,

2

, x3 , y 3 ,

3

]T

5.3

such that three dependent reference-point coordinates were selected to represent each body i : a
horizontal x i , vertical y i , and rotational
d.o.f. system, 6 constraint equations

( q, t )

i

position coordinate. Since there are 9 coordinates for the 3

are required to fully describe the structure of the system:

x1

L1 d1 cos( 1 )

y1

L1 d1 sin( 1 )

x2

L1 cos( 1 ) L2 d 2 cos( 2 )

y2

L1 sin( 1 ) L2 d 2 sin( 2 )

x3

L1 cos( 1 ) L3 d 3 cos( 3 )

y3

L1 sin( 1 ) L3 d 3 sin( 3 )

0

5.4

The first two equations constrain the position of the stance leg mass with respect to the stance ankle,
the second two equations constrain the position of the swing leg mass with respect to the stance ankle,
and the last two equations constrain the position of the torso mass with respect to the stance ankle.
The acceleration equation

is defined as:
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m3 g T3 ]T

5.6

and serves to relate the Jacobian to the Lagrange multipliers.
The applied torques Q A are defined as:

QA

[0

m1 g

0 0

m2 g T2

0

where g is gravitational acceleration, the torque T 2 is applied to the swing leg, and the torque T3 is
applied to the torso.
5.2.2

Evolutionary Function Approximation for Reinforcement Learning
The NEAT+Q algorithm is used to control the system. At each time-step the learning agent has

six possible actions to choose from (as seen in Table 5.1). Each action represents both the torso and
swing leg torque activations. The torque activation u i is input into a first-order low-pass torque filter of
the form:

Ti

ui

ai ,0Ti
ai ,1

5.7

where ai , 0 and a i ,1 are parameter filters for body i , and T i is the torque on body i . Parameters ai , 0 and

a i ,1 represent the inverse of the max applied torque and the product of the time constant and ai , 0
respectively. This allows the system to operate with a range of torques on two bodies while only
learning six actions. The actions were chosen such that the torque to balance the torso could be both
positive and negative, while swing leg torque could only move the leg forward. Both torque activations
also had the option of being zero to allow the natural dynamics to do some of the work as the agent saw
fit.
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Table 5.1. Each action represents two binary inputs (torque recruitment) to two first-order torque filters.

Action

Torque Activation
Swing Leg
Torso
1
0
-1
2
1
-1
3
0
0
4
1
0
5
0
1
6
1
1
Learning was considered successful if walking lasted for a full 30 seconds; Simulation
termination occurred when the torso or stance leg breached a forty-five degree buffer zone from the
vertical. The reward R was defined such that the walker moves as fast as possible in the horizontal
direction, while maintaining an upright posture.

Rt
where

1,t

step, and

(cos(

1,t

is the current angle of the stance leg,
3,t

) cos(

1,t 1

1,t 1

)) sin(

3, t

)

5.8

is the angle of the stance leg at the previous time-

is the current angle of the torso. Therefore the agent receives a reward proportional to

the horizontal distance covered in each time-step, so long as the torso is upright.
The fitness of each network was defined as the sum of rewards received during the simulation,
and set to zero if the sum was a negative value. Therefore all fitness values were positive, as required
by reproduction since the number of offspring is determined from the shared fitness of each species
[45].

5.3 Results and Discussion
The following section contains the results and discussion of the NEAT+Q three-segment active
dynamic walker with torso task.
We simulated a three-segment active dynamic walker with a torso, and used NEAT+Q to evolve
an ANN as a function approximator for a Q-learning agent to learn a control policy to walk forward while
maintaining an upright posture. The ANN (Figure 4.2) which properly solved the walking task evolved in
the 23rd generation out of a population of 500. The population size of 500 was a compromise between
the 150 and 1000 member populations used to solve the XOR pattern and non-Markov (no velocity
input) double pole balancing tasks [44]. Each member of the population was evaluated for
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approximately 20 episodes on average using Interval Evaluation Evolution [115] for network selection.
The solution was found in approximately 12 hours and 20 minutes in MATLAB.

Figure 5.2. (color plot) Evolved ANN topology for the active dynamic walking task. The network is composed of input nodes (18), a bias node (9), output nodes (10-15), and a hidden node (110). 1-3 represent stance, swing, and torso angle; 4-6 represent
stance, swing, and torso angular velocity; 7-8 represent torso and swing leg torque; 10-15 represent a Q-value corresponding to
each action respectively (Table 5.1). The connection weights ranged from blue inhibitory (negative) connections to red excitory
(positive) connections with values of –8 to + 8 respectively.

The solution has 1 hidden node and 59 connections. Although it is not fully evident in Figure
5.2, node 10 is recursive, node 14 is an excitory input to node 12, and node 11 is an excitory input to
node 13. Nodes 12 and 13 both represent actions with zero torso activation. The NEAT+Q walking
experiment was run several times, with several different solutions. Figure 5.3 presents two network
solutions that facilitated walking but were more complex, contained more anomalies (such as swing leg
wiggling), and were slower or more chaotic than the result in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.3. Alternative walking solutions. Both networks are more complex with worse behavior than the solution presented
previously.

By applying the network to the three-segment walker through Q-learning, a chaotic gait was
established. The torque activations enabled the torso torque to decrease during each swing phase (as
seen in Figure 5.4) in order to keep the torso oscillating. Highest at the beginning of each step, the torso
torque pushes the forward falling torso back, only to catch it at the end of each step from falling all the
way back and reestablishes forward falling.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5.4. Filtered control torques, normalized by the maximum available torque. Maximum torque values were 200 Nm and
30 Nm , respectively. (a) Torso torque (blue) spikes during foot-strike and decreases throughout the swing phase. Swing leg
torque (green) is largest right after foot-strike and tends to decrease by the end of the swing phase. (b) More detail can be seen
by focusing in on a shorter time period.
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The swing leg torque is activated at the beginning of the swing phase and is reduced toward the
end to allow the swing leg to fall back for foot-strike. However, as the swing leg falls back for foot-strike
the swing-leg torque spikes, easing the leg to the ground. The model began in an upright posture (all
links vertical), and learned to walk for the full 30 seconds of simulation time (as seen in Figure 5.5a).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.5. (Color Plot) (a) Stance leg (red) , swing leg (green) , and torso (blue) angles over time. Discontinuities in leg angles
exist at foot-strike when the stance leg becomes the swing leg, and vice-versa. (b) Focusing on the first few seconds reveals how
chaotic the gait was in the first few steps. (c) Several seconds later the gait appears to become more uniform, and certain
patterns emerge.

The walker took 42 steps in the 30 seconds, walking a total of 9.36 m. The average step length
was just over one-fourth the leg length. The walker was moving at 0.36 m/s (0.69 miles/hour)
horizontally on average for the last 20 steps, with a top speed of 0.48 m/s (1.07 miles/hr). The non-
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dimensionalized speed [15] of v / gL1

0.12 is slow compared to 0.18 for the kneed Cornell passive

biped with arms [6].
The results of the walking experiment are very similar to published gait cycles of simple passive
walkers with a torso. In 2004, Wisse [64] reported the joint angles of a similar three-segment passive
walker with a kinematic coupling such that the torso is always midway between the legs. A comparison
of the downhill passive walker gait (Figure 5.6) with our results (Figure 5.5) reveal that the behaviors of
the walkers are similar.

Figure 5.6. Results of a passive downhill compass-gait walker with a constrained torso. From Wisse [64].

The passive model presented by Wisse [64] walked down a 4 degree incline, which might
account for the forty degree difference in leg angles from step to step, compared to our average of
approximately twenty degrees on a level surface. The mid-point of the stance and swing leg angles and
the actual torso angle (as seen in Figure 5.7) reveal that the torso tended to be at or approaching the
half-way point during foot-strike events, and diverged slightly during the step.
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Figure 5.7. Comparison between the mid-point of the stance and swing leg angles (maroon) and the torso angle (blue). Footstrike events are indicated with orange diamonds.

5.4 Conclusion
We proved that NEAT+Q is an effective tool to control an active dynamic bipedal walker with a
torso. The agent successfully learned to walk for thirty seconds from an initial upright stationary
position in 23 generations among a population of 500. The gait pattern was chaotic; most likely due to
poor torque filter parameter selection. The walker took 42 steps in the 30 seconds, walking a total of
9.36 m. The average step length was just over one-fourth the leg length, less than half of the
normalized step length for downhill walkers [64]. The walker was moving at 0.36 m/s (0.69 miles/hour)
horizontally on average for the last 20 steps, with a top speed of 0.48 m/s (1.07 miles/hr). While the
non-dimensionalized speed of 0.12 is slow compared to other walkers, the model had to walk on a flat
surface, which might contribute to its lack of speed.
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6 Summary, Interpretation, Future work
6.1 Summary
In this work we contribute to current research by:
Discovering a simplification of current solutions to the single pendulum swingup/balance task.
Demonstrating the ability of NEAT+Q to learn a control policy for a dynamic bipedal
walker.
Defining a reward function such that at any state it promotes fast bipedal walking.
Controlling the torso and swing leg at each time-step rather than learning a Poincare
map and determining appropriate PD control parameters.
Providing six torque filter input action sets to control two degrees of freedom to
facilitate a continuous range of applied joint torques.
Q-learning and the NEAT+Q algorithm were verified using a benchmark single pendulum swingup/balance task. In both cases the reward was defined as the cosine of the position, such that the
higher the pendulum swung, the more reward it received. NEAT+Q discovered a simplification to the
single pendulum swing-up/balance task. NEAT+Q evolved a function approximator with no hidden
nodes, and thus a linear policy was found to control the non-linear system. However, the NEAT+Q
solution applied torque 5.1 percent more during the 20 second run, and took 0.13 seconds longer to
balance than the table-based solution. Furthermore, the NEAT+Q solution was so simple it did not allow
for deviation from the learned trajectory. However the high dimensionality of the value function
necessitated the use of a function approximatior in place of the table-based value function.
The NEAT+Q algorithm was applied to an active dynamic bipedal walker with a torso. The
reward function was designed to promote fast walking with an upright posture. The torso and swing leg
were applied at each time-step rather than learning a Poincare map and selecting an action once per
foot-step [26,32]. Six torque filter input action sets were provided to control two degrees of freedom to
facilitate a continuous range of applied joint torques. The combination of these two methods allows the
agent to learn a complex control strategy to improve walking at any state within boundaries.
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The agent learned to walk from an initial standing position after 23 generations with a
population size of 500. The evolved neural network function approximator contained 1 hidden node
and 59 connections. The model walked at an average speed of 0.36 m/s. The agent oscillated the torso
forward then backward at each step, driving the walker forward for forty-two steps in thirty seconds
without falling over.

6.2 Interpretation
While theoretically there is no proof of convergence for non-linear function approximation, after
several generations, NEAT+Q successfully developed an appropriate control policy to facilitate bipedal
walking every time the simulation was run. Each time, the last generation varied, as did the network,
and the active robot walked (though some cases were more chaotic than others).
Even in the most successful case, the control forces used to keep the torso upright are inefficient,
oscillating the torque activations back and forth with high frequency in order to slowly change the
torque values. More testing should be done to determine appropriate values for the first-order filter.
By optimizing the filter parameters perhaps the policy would be less chaotic and the control torques
better suited to meet the desired magnitudes. The agent learns to walk given a wide variety of
maximum torques and torque activation time-constants, but if the values of these parameters could be
optimized then walking could be learned quicker with less energy expense.

6.3 Future Work
A dynamic stability analysis would provide a means of quantifying the performance of the
learned policy. It would also be a useful method for comparing different Q-learning reward functions.
Adding noise to the actions would decrease convergence time and probability, but if it works it will
evolve a more robust policy, improving the probability of a stable solution.
Several modifications to the walker structure could provide for interesting research topics.
Adding knees to the model would eliminate the ground-crossing assumption while more closely
mimicking the dynamics of human walking. The addition of feet, whether fixed or actuated, would also
serve to increase the anthropomorphic qualities of the walker. Furthermore, ankles could assist the
walker during stance leg push-off.
To eliminate the inelastic collision of foot-strike and knee-lock, a ground and passive joint
moment model at the hip and knee regions could be added, thus making the dynamics continuous.
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With a continuous system, the robot could also learn to stand upright after falling, and eliminate the
need for separate trials other than to test different networks. The first-order torque activation filters
could be replaced with muscle models. One could study the effects of different muscles on joint
kinematics and use NEAT+Q to learn effective control behaviors.
As computer speed increases, state features [58] could be used to represent network inputs.
Combining a Voronoi diagram technique with Shimon Whiteson’s Automatic Feature Selection [58]
could allow FS-NEAT to decide how to group state features in a function approximator rather than
choosing which features to ignore. The table method could also be replaced with a Voronoi diagram.
Applying Voronoi diagram methods to the state features of the value function will help to focus on
complex behaviors in state-space while reducing dimensionality of the value function.
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7 Appendices:
7.1.1

Complete set of data tables

Table 7.1. Anthropomorphic data was interpreted and applied to the three-segment active dynamic bipedal walker.

Anthropomorphic Data
Length Torso
0.5319 m
Length Thigh
0.4222 m
Length Shank
0.434 m
C.O.M. Torso
44.86 %
C.O.M. Thigh
40.95 %
C.O.M. Shank
44.59 %
Mass Torso
31.73 Kg
Mass Thigh
10.37 Kg
Mass Shank
3.16 kg
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7.1.2

Computer code

7.1.2.1 C++ Table-Based Q-Learning Program Code:
// Michael Renner April 2007
// Learning a controller to balance a single pendulum with limited torque using Q-Learning
//===========================================================================
// Q-Learning Algorithm (Sutton and Barto)
//===========================================================================
// Initialize Q(s,a) arbitrarily
// Repeat (for each episode):
//
Initialize s
//
Repeat (for each step of episode):
//
Choose a from s using policy derived from Q (e.g., epsilon-greedy)
//
Take action a, observe r, s'
//
Q(s,a) = (1-alpha)*Q(s,a)+alpha*(R(s',a')+gamma*Qmax)
//
s = s'
//
until s is terminal
//===========================================================================
//===========================================================================
// INCLUDED HEADER FILES
//===========================================================================
#include <math.h>
#include <fstream>
#include <iostream>
#include <iomanip>
using namespace std;
//===========================================================================
/* Constants */
#define pi 3.14159 // [rad]
#define THETA0 0.0 // [rad]
#define dTHETA0 0.0 // [rad/s]
#define
#define
#define
#define

c
L
m
g

0.5 // [-] unitless scalar of length
1.5 // [m]
15.0 // [kg]
9.81 // [m/s^2]

//#define Tmax 20 // Max Torque Value
#define T_START
0.0
double period = (2*pi)/sqrt(3*g/(2*L));
double DT =
period/36; // 0.001
double T_END = period/36; // 0.1
double Tmax = 20; [N*m]
double T; //Torque
double goaltime = 10.0; // 10 seconds upright is goal
// Steve McMillan, Drexel: 4th Order Runge-Kutta
/* http://einstein.drexel.edu/courses/Comp_Phys/Physics-305/pendulum_plot.c */
/* http://einstein.drexel.edu/courses/Comp_Phys/Physics-305/outline.html */
#define N
2
/* Number of first-order equations */
/* Determine (vector) dx/dt, given (vector) x and t */
//===========================================================================
// FUNCTION: Dynamics
//===========================================================================
void deriv(double x[], double t, double dxdt[])
{
dxdt[0] = x[1];
/* dxdt[0] is d_theta */
dxdt[1] = (6*T - 3*g*L*m*sin(x[0]))/(2*L*L*m); /* dxdt[1] is dd_theta */
}
//===========================================================================
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//===========================================================================
// FUNCTION: Fourth-Order Runge-Kutta ODE Solver
//===========================================================================
void rk4_step(double x[], double* t, double dt)
{
/* Update x[] and t to their values at time t + dt. */
double dxdt[N], xtmp[N], dx1[N], dx2[N], dx3[N], dx4[N];
int i;
deriv(x, *t, dxdt);
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
dx1[i] = dt*dxdt[i];
xtmp[i] = x[i] + 0.5*dx1[i];
}
deriv(xtmp, *t + 0.5*dt, dxdt);
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
dx2[i] = dt*dxdt[i];
xtmp[i] = x[i] + 0.5*dx2[i];
}
deriv(xtmp, *t + 0.5*dt, dxdt);
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
dx3[i] = dt*dxdt[i];
xtmp[i] = x[i] + dx3[i];
}
deriv(xtmp, *t + dt, dxdt);
for (i = 0; i < N; i++)
dx4[i] = dt*dxdt[i];
*t += dt;
for (i = 0; i < N; i++)
x[i] += (dx1[i] + dx4[i])/6 + (dx2[i] + dx3[i])/3;
}
//===========================================================================
//===========================================================================
// FUNCTION: Initializes Q
//===========================================================================
double*** InitializeQ(int s1,int s2,int a)
{
int i,j,k;
double*** Q = (double ***)malloc(s1 * sizeof(double **));
for(i = 0; i < s1; i++)
{
Q[i] = (double **)malloc(s2 * sizeof(double *));
for(j = 0; j < s2; j++)
{
Q[i,j] = (double *)malloc(a * sizeof(double));
}
}
for(k = 0; k < a; k++){
for(j = 0; j < s2; j++){
for(i = 0; i < s1; i++){
Q[i,j,k] = 0;
}
}
}
return Q;
}
//===========================================================================
//===========================================================================
// FUNCTION: Initializes State
//===========================================================================
double* InitializeState(int s, double smin, double smax)
{
double* S = (double *)malloc(s * sizeof(double));
for(int i = 0; i < s; i++){
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S[i] = smin + i*((smax-smin)/(s-1));
cout << S[i] << " ";
}
cout << endl << endl;
return S;
}
//===========================================================================
//===========================================================================
// FUNCTION: returns index of max value in array
//===========================================================================
int MaxValue(double A, double B, double C, int a)
{
if ((A > B) && (A > C))
{
return 1;
}
if ((B > A) && (B > C))
{
return 2;
}
else
{
return 3;
}
if (A==B && A==C)
{
int random = (int)(1 + rand() % a);
return random;
}
}
//===========================================================================
//===========================================================================
// FUNCTION: given the state it returns the index in gridworld
//===========================================================================
int FindStateSpaceIndex(double* S, int s, double X, int flag)
// State: Array, Length, Value, Flag(0 for wrap around, 1 for continuous)
{
int i = 1;
switch(flag) // 0 for wrap around, 1 for continuous
{
case 0://INDEX OF CYCLING STATES (ANGLE), If the index goes beyond +180 then the index
loops back around to 1
{
double state_1 = atan2(sin(X),cos(X)); //converts angle back down to the
range of -180:180
if (state_1 > S[s-1]){
i = s+1;
}
else{
while (S[i-1] <= state_1){
i++;
}
}
if (i%s < 1){
return s-1;
}
else{
return (i%s)-1; // wraps around the vector
}
break;
}
case 1: //INDEX OF EDGED STATES (VELOCITY)
{
double state_2 = X;
if (state_2 >= S[s-1])
{
i = s+1;
}
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else
{
while (S[i-1] < state_2)
{
i++;
}
}
return i-1;
break;
}
default:
{
cout << "FindStateSpaceIndex flag not set" << endl;
return i-1;
break;
}
}
}
//===========================================================================

//===========================================================================
// FUNCTION: Q-Learning Function accepts index into discrete state-space, returns action
//===========================================================================
double Controller(double*** & Q, int s1, int s2, int a, int index_1, int index_2, int &
index_1old, int & index_2old, int & action_old, double alpha, double gamma, double epsilon,
double R)
{
int action_best =
MaxValue(Q[index_1,index_2,0],Q[index_1,index_2,1],Q[index_1,index_2,43], a);
double Qmax = Q[index_1,index_2,action_best-1];
// Bellman Equation for Q-Learning
Q[index_1old,index_2old,action_old-1] = (1-alpha)*Q[index_1old,index_2old,action_old1]+alpha*(R+gamma*Qmax);
if (((double)(rand() % 1000)/1000) < epsilon) // if rand(0:1) < e then action will be
random
{
action_old = 1 + rand() % a;
}
else // since rand(0:1) >= e the action is optimal
{
action_old = action_best;
}
double Torque;
switch(action_old) // convert action to torque for system dynamics
{
case 1:
{
Torque = Tmax; // call ODE with +10 torque
break;
}
case 2:
{
Torque = 0; // call ODE with 0 torque
break;
}
case 3:
{
Torque = -Tmax; // call ODE with negative torque
break;
}
default:
{
Torque = 0; // if action_old fails
}
}
index_1old = index_1;
index_2old = index_2;
return Torque;
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}
//===========================================================================

//===========================================================================
// FUNCTION: Prints Q to console window
//===========================================================================
void PrintMatrix(double*** Q, int S1, int S2, int a)
{
int i, j, k;
for(k = 0; k < a; k++){
for(j = 0; j < S2; j++){
for(i = 0; i < S1; i++){
cout << Q[i,j,k] << " ";
}
cout << endl;
}
cout << endl;
}
}
//===========================================================================

//===========================================================================
// FUNCTION: Writes Qmax to a .txt file
//===========================================================================
void SaveMatrix(double*** Q, int S1, int S2, int a, double* State1, double* State2)
{
ofstream ofp;
ofp.open("Q.txt"); // Save to MATLAB m-file for plotting
ofp << "s1 = linspace(" << State1[0] << "," << State1[S1-1] << "," << S1 << ");" << endl;
// position
ofp << "s2 = linspace(" << State2[0] << "," << State2[S2-1] << "," << S2 << ");" << endl;
// position
ofp << "a = " << a << ";" << endl; // include state array sizes in m-file
int i, j, k;
for(k = 0; k < a; k++){
ofp << "Q(:,:," << k+1 << ")= [" << endl;
for(j = 0; j < S2; j++){ // in matlab s2 is rows and s1 is columns therefore s1 is
x and s2 is y
for(i = 0; i < S1; i++){
ofp << Q[i,j,k] << " ";
}
ofp << ";" << endl;
}
ofp << "];" << endl << endl;
}
ofp << "[Qpolicy Qaction]= max(Q(:,:,[2 1 3]), [], 3);" << endl;
ofp << "surfc(s1,s2,Qpolicy,Qaction);" << endl;
ofp.close();
}
//===========================================================================

//===========================================================================
// FUNCTION: main()
//===========================================================================
void main()
{
ofstream ofp;
int s1 = 60, s2 = 60, a = 3; // Sizes of state arrays (a cooresponds to # of actions)
double* State1 = InitializeState(s1,-pi+pi/45,pi-pi/45); // (#elements, min_element,
max_element)
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double* State2 = InitializeState(s2,-8,8); // (#elements, min_element, max_element)
double*** Q = InitializeQ(s1,(s2+1),a); // Function Call: allocates memory and initilizes
Q matrix
// Default initial conditions and integration parameters:
// initialize states and state indexes
double R, alpha, gamma, epsilon, reward_sum;
int index_1, index_2, index_1old, index_2old, action_old;
double t_start = T_START, t_end = T_END, dt = DT;
double t, x[N];
double upright;
// LEARNING PROCESS:
ofp.open("reward.txt"); // Save to MATLAB m-file for plotting
ofp << "reward = [..." << endl;
int e = 1000000; // # of episodes
for(int episode = 1; episode <= e; episode++) // EPISODE LOOP
{
// Initialize
x[0] = State1[0] + (double)(rand() % (int)((State1[s1-1]-State1[0])*1000))/1000;
// random initial position when learning
x[1] = dTHETA0; // initial velocity value = 0
index_1 = FindStateSpaceIndex(State1, s1, x[0], 0); // wrap around
index_2 = FindStateSpaceIndex(State2, s2, x[1], 1); // edges
index_1old = index_1;
index_2old = index_2;
action_old = 2; // cooresponds to zero torque
T = 0; // Torque
upright = goaltime; // sets variable upright to goaltime seconds
reward_sum = 0.0;
// learning parameters:
alpha = 0.9*(1.0-(double)episode/(double)e); // learning rate 0:1
gamma = 0.9; // discount factor 0:1 importance of future reinforcements
epsilon = 0.3;// probability of a random action instead of the optimal policy.
// Integrate the system forward in time.
for(int step = 1; step < (int)(20.0/T_END); step++){ // EPISODE STEP LOOP
t = t_start;
while (t < t_end) {
// Take a step.
rk4_step(x, &t, dt);
}
index_1 = FindStateSpaceIndex(State1, s1, x[0], 0); // wrap around
index_2 = FindStateSpaceIndex(State2, s2, x[1], 1); // edges
R = -cos(x[0]); // Reward
if (abs(x[0]*1000) > 2*pi*1000) // if angle is greater than 2 pi
{
R = - (20 - step*T_END); // punishment for looping too many times
reward_sum += R;
break;
}
reward_sum += R;
if (R >= cos(pi/6)*DT){ // reward indicitave of balancing near upright
upright = upright - DT; // decrease balance by one timestep
}
else {
upright = goaltime; // if pendulum is not vertical, reset upright
to goaltime seconds
}
// ACTION SELECTION:
T = Controller(Q, s1, s2, a, index_1, index_2, index_1old, index_2old,
action_old, alpha, gamma, epsilon, R);
}
if (upright <= 0){
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cout << "Balanced for " << goaltime << " seconds at episode " <<
episode << endl;
}
if ((episode)*100 % e == 0){ // print every e/100 episodes (will print 100 times)
cout << "Episode: " << episode << " Cumulative Reward: " << reward_sum <<
" " << goaltime-upright << endl;
ofp << episode << ", " << reward_sum << "; " << endl; // saves episode and
reward to reward.txt
}
}
ofp << "];" << endl;
ofp.close();
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// FINAL RUN TO TEST Q-VALUE AND SAVE RESULTS
x[0] = 0*pi/180.0; // initial position value
x[1] = 0; // initial velocity value
index_1 = FindStateSpaceIndex(State1, s1, x[0], 0); // wrap around
index_2 = FindStateSpaceIndex(State2, s2, x[1], 1); // continuous (edges)
index_1old = index_1;
index_2old = index_2;
action_old = 2; // cooresponds to zero torque
T = 0; // Torque
// learning parameters:
alpha = 0.0; // learning rate 0:1
gamma = 0.1; // discount factor 0:1 importance of future reinforcements
epsilon = 0.0;// probability of a random action instead of the optimal policy.
// Integrate the system forward in time.
ofp.open("x.txt"); // Save to MATLAB m-file for plotting
ofp << "p = [..." << endl;
for(int step = 1; step < (int)(20.0/T_END); step++){ // EPISODE STEP LOOP
t = t_start;
while (t < t_end) {
// Take a step.
rk4_step(x, &t, dt);
ofp << t+(step-1)*t_end << ", " << x[0] << ", " << x[1] << ", " << T <<
";" << endl; // saves: time, position, velocity, torque
}
index_1 = FindStateSpaceIndex(State1, s1, x[0], 0); // wrap around
index_2 = FindStateSpaceIndex(State2, s2, x[1], 1); // continuous around
R=0; // doesn’t matter, only needed for action selection function to work
// ACTION SELECTOR
T = Controller(Q, s1, s2, a, index_1, index_2, index_1old, index_2old, action_old,
alpha, gamma, epsilon, R);
}
ofp << "];" << endl;
ofp.close();
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------// PrintMatrix(Q,s1,s2,a); // Function Call: prints Q matrix in console
SaveMatrix(Q,s1,s2,a,State1,State2); // Function Call: writes Q matrix to file
system("pause"); // press any key to close window...
}
//===========================================================================

7.1.2.2 MATLAB NEAT+Q Main File:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Main NEAT file

(calls all other functions) (script file)

%% Neuro_Evolution_of_Augmenting_Topologies - NEAT
%% developed by Kenneth Stanley (kstanley@cs.utexas.edu) & Risto Miikkulainen
(risto@cs.utexas.edu)
%% Coding by Christian Mayr (matlab_neat@web.de)
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close all;
clear all;
tic;
%list of parameters
%parameters of main file
maxgeneration=200; %maximum number of generations for generational loop
load_flag=0; %if set to 1, will load population, generation, innovation_record and species_record
from neatsave.mat at start of algorithm, if set to 0, algorithm will start with initial
population, new species record and new innovation record, at generation=1 (default option)
save_flag=1; %if set to 1, will save population, generation, innovation_record and species_record
to neatsave.mat at every generation (default option)
% upshot of this is: the settings above will start with initial population (of your
specification) and save all important structures at every generation, so if your workstation
crashes or you have to interrupt evolution, you can, at next startup, simply set the load flag to
1 and continue where you have left off.
% Please note, however, that only changing structures are saved, the parameters in this section
will not be saved, so you have to ensure that you use the same parameters when using a saved
version of evolution as when you created this saved version!
% Also note that all variables are saved in binary matlab format, so file is only readable by
matlab. If you want to look at some of the values stored in this file, load it in matlab, then
you can access the saved values
average_number_non_disabled_connections=[];
average_number_hidden_nodes=[];
max_overall_fitness=[];
%parameters initial population
number_inputs = 8;
population_size=500;
number_input_nodes=number_inputs; % number of bodies * position features * velocity features
number_output_nodes = 6; % # of actions
%vector_connected_input_nodes=[]; %vector of initially connected input nodes out of complete
number of input nodes
%(if you want to start with a subset and let evolution decide which ones are necessary)
%for a fully connected initial population, uncomment the following:
vector_connected_input_nodes=1:number_input_nodes;
scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize');
figure('Position',[1 scrsz(4)/2 scrsz(3)/2 scrsz(4)/2]) % figure(1)
figure('Position',[scrsz(3)/2 scrsz(4)/5 scrsz(3)/2 4*scrsz(4)/5]) % figure(2)
%speciation parameters
% The following structure will contain various information on single species
% This data will be used for fitness sharing, reproduction, and for visualisation purposes
species_record(1).ID=0;%consecutive species ID's
species_record(1).number_individuals=0;%number of individuals in species
species_record(1).generation_record=[]; %matrix will be 4 rows by (number of generations
existent) columns, will contain (from top to bottom) number of generation, mean raw fitness, max
raw fitness, and index of individual in population which has produced max raw fitness
speciation.c1=1.0; %Speciation parameters as published by Ken Stanley
speciation.c2=1.0;
speciation.c3=0.4;
speciation.threshold=3;
%reproduction parameters
%stagnation+refocuse
stagnation.threshold=1e-2; %threshold to judge if a species is in stagnation (max fitness of
species varies below threshold) this threshold is of course dependent on your fitness function,
if you have a fitness function which has a large spread, you might want to increase this
threshold
stagnation.number_generation=15; %if max fitness of species has stayed within
stagnation.threshold in the last stagnation.number_generation generations, all its fitnesses will
be reduced to 0, so it will die out
%Computation is done the following way: the absolute difference between the average max fitness
of the last stagnation.number_generation generations and the max fitness of each of these
generations is computed and compared to stagnation.threshold.
%if it stays within this threshold for the indicated number of generations, the species is
eliminated
refocus.threshold=1e-2;
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refocus.number_generation=20; %if maximum overall fitness of population doesn't change within
threhold for this number of generations, only the top two species are allowed to reproduce
%initial setup
initial.kill_percentage=0.2; %the percentage of each species which will be eliminated (lowest
performing individuals)
initial.number_for_kill=5; % the above percentage for eliminating individuals will only be used
in species which have more individuals than min_number_for_kill
% Please note that whatever the above settings, the code always ensures that at least 2
individuals are kept to be able to cross over, or at least the single individual in a species
with only one individual
initial.number_copy=5; % species which have equal or greater than number_copy individuals will
have their best individual copied unchanged into the next generation
%selection (ranking and stochastic universal sampling)
selection.pressure=2; % Number between 1.1 and 2.0, determines selective pressure towards most
fit individual of species
%crossover
crossover.percentage=0.8; %percentage governs the way in which new population will be composed
from old population. exception: species with just one individual can only use mutation
crossover.probability_interspecies=0.0 ; %if crossover has been selected, this probability
governs the intra/interspecies parent composition being used for the
crossover.probability_multipoint=0.6; %standard-crossover in which matching connection genes are
inherited randomly from both parents. In the (1-crossover.probability_multipoint) cases, weights
of the new connection genes are the mean of the corresponding parent genes

%mutation
mutation.probability_add_node= 0.03;
mutation.probability_add_connection= 0.05;
mutation.probability_recurrency=0.1; %if we are in add_connection_mutation, this governs if a
recurrent connection is allowed. Note: this will only activate if the random connection is a
recurrent one, otherwise the connection is simply accepted. If no possible non-recurrent
connections exist for the current node genes, then for e.g. a probability of 0.1, 9 times out of
10 no connection is added.
mutation.probability_mutate_weight=0.9;
mutation.weight_cap=8; % weights will be restricted from -mutation.weight_cap to
mutation.weight_cap
mutation.weight_range=5; % random distribution with width mutation.weight_range, centered on 0.
mutation range of 5 will give random distribution from -2.5 to 2.5
mutation.probability_gene_reenabled=0.25; % Probability of a connection gene being reenabled in
offspring if it was inherited disabled
% number of species
num_species_target = 10;
num_species = 1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%main algorithm%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if load_flag==0
%call function to create initial population
%for information about the make-up of the population structure and the innovation_record,
look at initial_population.m
[population,innovation_record]=initial_population(population_size, number_input_nodes,
number_output_nodes, vector_connected_input_nodes);
%initial speciation
number_connections=(length(vector_connected_input_nodes)+1)*number_output_nodes;
%put first individual in species one and update species_record
population(1).species=1;
matrix_reference_individuals=population(1).connectiongenes(4,:); %species reference matrix
(abbreviated, only weights, since there are no topology differences in initial population)
species_record(1).ID=1;
species_record(1).number_individuals=1;
%Loop through rest of individuals and either assign to existing species or create new species
and use first individual of new species as reference
for index_individual=2:size(population,2);
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assigned_existing_species_flag=0;
new_species_flag=0;
index_species=1;
while assigned_existing_species_flag==0 & new_species_flag==0 %loops through the existing
species, terminates when either the individual is assigned to existing species or there are no
more species to test it against, which means it is a new species
distance=speciation.c3*sum(abs(population(index_individual).connectiongenes(4,:)matrix_reference_individuals(index_species,:)))/number_connections; %computes compatibility
distance, abbreviated, only average weight distance considered
if distance<speciation.threshold %If within threshold, assign to the existing species
population(index_individual).species=index_species;
assigned_existing_species_flag=1;
species_record(index_species).number_individuals=species_record(index_species).number_individuals
+1;
end
index_species=index_species+1;
if index_species>size(matrix_reference_individuals,1) &
assigned_existing_species_flag==0 %Outside of species references, must be new species
new_species_flag=1;
end
end
if new_species_flag==1 %check for new species, if it is, update the species_record and
use individual as reference for new species
population(index_individual).species=index_species;
matrix_reference_individuals=[matrix_reference_individuals;population(index_individual).connectio
ngenes(4,:)];
species_record(index_species).ID=index_species;
species_record(index_species).number_individuals=1; %if number individuals in a
species is zero, that species is extinct
end
end
generation=1;
else % start with saved version of evolution
load 'neatsave'
end
%%%
%%%
%%% Generational Loop
%%%
%%%
flag_solution=0;
while generation<maxgeneration & flag_solution==0
if save_flag==1 % Backup copies of current generation
save 'neatsave' population generation innovation_record species_record
end
% call evaluation function (in this case XOR), fitnesses of individuals will be stored in
population(:).fitness
% IMPORTANT reproduction assumes an (all positive!) evaluation function where a higher value
means better fitness (in other words, the algorithm is geared towards maximizing a fitness
function which can only assume values between 0 and +Inf)
population=mike_experiment_walker5(population);
generation
%compute mean and max raw fitnesses in each species and store in
species_record.generation_record
max_fitnesses_current_generation=zeros(1,size(species_record,2));
for index_species=1:size(species_record,2)
if species_record(index_species).number_individuals>0
[max_fitness,index_individual_max]=max(([population(:).species]==index_species).*[population(:).f
itness]);
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mean_fitness=sum(([population(:).species]==index_species).*[population(:).fitness])/species_recor
d(index_species).number_individuals;
% Compute stagnation vector (last stagnation.number_generation-1 max fitnesses plus
current fitness
if
size(species_record(index_species).generation_record,2)>stagnation.number_generation-2
stagnation_vector=[species_record(index_species).generation_record(3,size(species_record(index_sp
ecies).generation_record,2)stagnation.number_generation+2:size(species_record(index_species).generation_record,2)),max_fitne
ss];
if sum(abs(stagnation_vectormean(stagnation_vector))<stagnation.threshold)==stagnation.number_generation %Check for
stagnation
mean_fitness=0.01; %set mean fitness to small value to eliminate species
(cannot be set to 0, if only one species is present, we would have divide by zero in fitness
sharing. anyways, with only one species present, we have to keep it)
end
end
species_record(index_species).generation_record=[species_record(index_species).generation_record,
[generation;mean_fitness;max_fitness;index_individual_max]];
max_fitnesses_current_generation(1,index_species)=max_fitness;
end
end
%check for refocus
[top_fitness,index_top_species]=max(max_fitnesses_current_generation);
if size(species_record(index_top_species).generation_record,2)>refocus.number_generation
index1=size(species_record(index_top_species).generation_record,2)refocus.number_generation;
index2=size(species_record(index_top_species).generation_record,2);
if sum(abs(species_record(index_top_species).generation_record(3,index1:index2)mean(species_record(index_top_species).generation_record(3,index1:index2)))<refocus.threshold)==r
efocus.number_generation
[discard,vector_cull]=sort(-max_fitnesses_current_generation);
vector_cull=vector_cull(1,3:sum(max_fitnesses_current_generation>0));
for index_species=1:size(vector_cull,2)
index_cull=vector_cull(1,index_species);
species_record(index_cull).generation_record(2,size(species_record(index_cull).generation_record,
2))=0.01;
end
end
end
%visualisation fitness & species
a=0;
b=0;
for index_individual=1:size(population,2)
a=a+sum(population(index_individual).connectiongenes(5,:)==1);
b=b+sum(population(index_individual).nodegenes(2,:)==3);
end
average_number_non_disabled_connections=[average_number_non_disabled_connections,[a/population_si
ze;generation]];
average_number_hidden_nodes=[average_number_hidden_nodes,[b/population_size;generation]];
c=[];
for index_species=1:size(species_record,2)
c=[c,species_record(index_species).generation_record(1:3,size(species_record(index_species).gener
ation_record,2))];
end
max_overall_fitness=[max_overall_fitness,[max(c(3,:).*(c(1,:)==generation));generation]];
maximale_fitness=max(c(3,:).*(c(1,:)==generation))
if maximale_fitness > 9999 % solution is found
flag_solution=1;
saveas(figure(1),'fig1.jpg')
end
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figure(1)
subplot(2,2,4);
best.fitness = population(1).fitness;
best.fitness = [best.fitness population(2:end).fitness];
[best.value best.index] = max(best.fitness);
NEATplotter_function2(population,best.index); % draws best network in lower right-hand corner
of figure
subplot(2,2,1);
plot(average_number_non_disabled_connections(2,:),average_number_non_disabled_connections(1,:));
ylabel('non disabled con');
subplot(2,2,2);
plot(average_number_hidden_nodes(2,:),average_number_hidden_nodes(1,:));
ylabel('num hidden nodes');
subplot(2,2,3);
plot(max_overall_fitness(2,:),max_overall_fitness(1,:));
ylabel('max fitness');
drawnow;
if flag_solution==0
%call reproduction function with parameters, current population and species record,
returns new population, new species record and new innovation record
[population,species_record,innovation_record]=reproduce(population, species_record,
innovation_record, initial, selection, crossover, mutation, speciation, generation,
population_size);
% Added by Michael Renner (Developed by Kenneth Stanley) modifies speciation.threshold to
get correct number of species
num_species = sum([species_record.number_individuals]>0); % number of species
compat_mod = 0.3; % Modif campat thresh to control speciation
if (generation > 1)
if (num_species < num_species_target) % number of species is less than the target
value
speciation.threshold = speciation.threshold - compat_mod; % threshold is too
relaxed, tighten it to make more species
elseif (num_species > num_species_target) % number of species is greater than the
target value
speciation.threshold = speciation.threshold + compat_mod; % threshold is too
strict, loosen it to reduce species
end
if (speciation.threshold < 0.3) % keeps threshold from dropping below 0.3
speciation.threshold = 0.3;
end
speciation.threshold
end
toc
end
%increment generational counter
generation=generation+1;
end
toc

7.1.2.3 MATLAB NEAT+Q Walker Experiment File:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% experiment file (contains experiment, receives genom, decodes it, evaluates it
and returns raw fitnesses) (function)
%% Neuro_Evolution_of_Augmenting_Topologies - NEAT
%% developed by Kenneth Stanley (kstanley@cs.utexas.edu) & Risto Miikkulainen
(risto@cs.utexas.edu)
%% NEAT Coding by Christian Mayr (matlab_neat@web.de)
%% NEAT+Q Coding modification by Michael Renner (mirenner@vt.edu)
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function population_plus_fitnesses=mike_experiment_walker5(population)
global L1 L3 d1 d3 m1 m3 g g_angle dt activation T3max T2max
population_plus_fitnesses=population;
no_change_threshold=1e-3; %threshold to judge if state of a node has changed significantly since
last iteration
number_individuals=size(population,2); % population size used to determine number of episodes
number_individuals
% DYNAMICS CONSTANTS:
% ground angle [rad]
g_angle = 0*pi/180; % [rad]
g = 9.81; % acceleration of gravity [m/s^2]
% Anthropomorphic Data [De Leva]
L_T = 0.5319; % [m]
L_t = 0.4222; % [m]
L_s = 0.4340; % [m]
d_T = 0.4486; % [%]
d_t = 0.4095; % [%]
d_s = 0.4459; % [%]
m_T = 0.4346; % [%]
m_t = 0.1416; % [%]
m_s = 0.0433; % [%]
% mass [kg]
Mb = 73; % TOTAL body mass [kg]
m1 = (m_t+m_s)*Mb; % leg mass [kg]
m3 = m_T*Mb; % torso mass [kg]
% link length [m]
L1 = L_t+L_s; % [m]
L3 = L_T; % [m]
% c.o.m. length/link length [/]
d1 = (m_t*(d_t*L_t+L_s) + m_s*d_s*L_s)/((L_t+L_s)*(m_t+m_s)); % [/] scalar, 0<=d<=1
d3 = d_T; % [/] scalar, 0<=d<=1
% Max torque values used by the torque activation [Nm]
T3max = 200; % max value of torque 1 [N*m]
T2max = 30; % max value of torque 2 [N*m]
% RUNTIME CONSTANTS:
dt = 0.005;
tfinal = dt; %final simulation time, [s]
tend = 30; % final trail time, [s]
% Reinforcement Learning Constants:
alpha = 0.9; % learning rate (will be redefined for annealing)
gamma = 0.9; % discount factor
epsilon = 0.05; % exploration rate
c = 10; % output scaling factor
% Define State Properties:
state_boundaries = [...
pi/4 3*pi/4;... % stance leg position
7*pi/6 11*pi/6;... % swing leg position
pi/3 2*pi/3;... % torso position
-5 1; ... % stance leg speed
-10 10; ... % swing leg speed
-1 1; ... % torso speed
-1.0*T1max 1.0*T1max;... % Torque Range
-1.0*T2max 1.0*T2max;... % Torque Range
]; % [low high]
state_style = [1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1]; % [state variable style 1, 2, etc...] 0 for wrap-around(-pi:pi),
1 for bounded -inf:inf
Action = [-1 0;-1 1;0 0;0 1;1 0;1 1]; % 6 different torque activations [T_torso T_swing_leg]
% INITIAL UPRIGHT POSTURE:
theta1 = 90*pi/180; % theta2 = 2*pi-theta1
theta3 = 90*pi/180;
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d_theta1 = 0*pi/180;
d_theta2 = 0*pi/180;
d_theta3 = 0*pi/180;
state0 = [theta1 2*pi-theta1 theta3 d_theta1 d_theta2 d_theta3 0 0]; %initial state
% Define initial values for assortment of looping variables
e = zeros(1,number_individuals); % how many episodes has this individual been evaluated for
individual_fitness = zeros(1,number_individuals); % initialize individual fitness
index_individual = 0;
best_reward = -1000;
foot_height = 0;
index.inputs = logical(population(1).nodegenes(2,:)==1); %logical index of input nodes
index.bias = logical(population(1).nodegenes(2,:)==4); % logical index of bias nodes
for episode = 1:(20*number_individuals) %training on average of 100 episodes per individual
episode % prints episode number in workspace
% Interval Evalueation Evolution: Selects which network to evaluate
% based on upper bound of confidence interval
if min(e)==0 % not all networks have been evaluated once
index_individual = index_individual + 1; % step through population one by one
else
[value, index_individual] = max(individual_fitness + 1.2816*std(e,1)./sqrt(e)); % choose
the member with the highest upper bound on a confidence interval
end
e(index_individual) = e(index_individual)+1; % increase episode evaluation count for selected
individual
if (e(index_individual) < 100) % LINEAR ALPHA ANNEALING
alpha = 0.9*(1-e(index_individual)/100); % alpha LINEAR annealing for each member in the
population
else
alpha = 0;
end
index.outputs = logical(population(index_individual).nodegenes(2,:)==2); % logical index of
output nodes
index.hidden = logical(population(index_individual).nodegenes(2,:)==3); % logical index of
hidden nodes
number_nodes=size(population(index_individual).nodegenes,2);
number_connections=size(population(index_individual).connectiongenes,2);
state = state0; % current state = initial state
% Define initial values for assortment of looping variables
individual_fitness(index_individual)=0;
sum_reward = 0;
time_states = [];
d_last = (cos(state(1)))*dt;
legswitch = [];
A =randperm(size(Action,1))*[1 zeros(1,size(Action,1)-1)]';
output_old = zeros(size(index.outputs)); % output from before
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for i = 1:round(tend/tfinal)
state_input = state;
state_input(logical(~state_style)) =
atan2(sin(state(logical(~state_style))),cos(state(logical(~state_style)))); % wrap around states
are flattened based on the state_style
state_input(logical(state_style)) =
state_input(logical(state_style)).*(~logical(state_input(logical(state_style)) <
state_boundaries((logical(state_style)),1)'))+logical(state_input(logical(state_style)) <
state_boundaries((logical(state_style)),1)').*state_boundaries((logical(state_style)),1)'; %
collapses input to velocity bounds
state_input(logical(state_style)) =
state_input(logical(state_style)).*(~logical(state_input(logical(state_style)) >
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state_boundaries((logical(state_style)),2)'))+logical(state_input(logical(state_style)) >
state_boundaries((logical(state_style)),2)').*state_boundaries((logical(state_style)),2)'; %
collapses input to velocity bounds
input_gradient = (state_input'-state_boundaries(:,1))./(state_boundaries(:,2)state_boundaries(:,1))*2-1; % reconfigures state to be on the range [-1,1]
% the following code assumes node index.inputs as inputs, node index.bias as bias, node
index.outputs output, rest arbitrary (if existent, will be hidden nodes: index.hidden)
%set node output states for first timestep (depending on input states)
population(index_individual).nodegenes(4,index.bias)=1; %bias node output state set to 1
population(index_individual).nodegenes(4,index.inputs)=input_gradient; %node output
states of the two input nodes are consecutively set to the bounded/flattened state
'input_gradient'
population(index_individual).nodegenes(4,index.outputs|index.hidden)=0.5; %sets hidden
and output nodes
no_change_count=0;
index_loop=0;
while (no_change_count<number_nodes) && index_loop<3*number_connections
index_loop=index_loop+1;
vector_node_state=population(index_individual).nodegenes(4,:);
%%
% begin Vectorisation of index_connection_loop
% first remodel connection gene from node ID's to node index in node gene
max_node_ID=max(population(index_individual).nodegenes(1,:));
max_node_num=size(population(index_individual).nodegenes,2);
vector_remodel=zeros(1,max_node_ID);
vector_remodel(population(index_individual).nodegenes(1,:))=(1:max_node_num);
vector_nodes_from=vector_remodel(population(index_individual).connectiongenes(2,:));
vector_nodes_to=vector_remodel(population(index_individual).connectiongenes(3,:));
matrix_compute=zeros(max_node_num,number_connections);
% actual vectorized computation
matrix_compute(((1:number_connections)1)*max_node_num+vector_nodes_to(1,:))=population(index_individual).nodegenes(4,vector_nodes_from(
:)).*population(index_individual).connectiongenes(4,:).*population(index_individual).connectionge
nes(5,:);
population(index_individual).nodegenes(3,:)=ones(1,number_connections)*matrix_compute';
% end Vectorisation of index_connection_loop
%%
%pass on node input states to outputs for next timestep
population(index_individual).nodegenes(4,index.outputs|index.hidden)=1./(1+exp(population(index_individual).nodegenes(3,index.outputs|index.hidden)));
no_change_count=sum(abs(population(index_individual).nodegenes(4,:)vector_node_state)<no_change_threshold); %check for alle nodes where the node output state has
changed by less than no_change_threshold since last iteration through all the connection genes
end
if index_loop>=2.7*number_connections
index_individual;
population(index_individual).connectiongenes;
end
NNout = population(index_individual).nodegenes(4,:);
evaluation NNout(s')
[Qmax,A]=max(c*NNout(index.outputs));

% outputs of each node after

if i~=1
target = R+gamma*Qmax; %R+gamma*Qmax
error = alpha*(target/c-Qvalue_old);
population = backpropagation(population, index_individual, error, action_old,
NNout_old);
end
NNout_old = NNout; % output from run becomes old output for next run
action_old = A;
Qvalue_old =
NNout_old(index.outputs)*((1:length(NNout_old(index.outputs)))==action_old)'; % Q-value of old
state
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if rand < epsilon
% Take Random Action
activation = Action(randperm(size(Action,1))*[1 zeros(1,size(Action,1)-1)]',:); %
random torque activation
else
% Take Greedy Action
activation = Action(A,:); % greedy torque activation
end
% r,S' <- TAKE ACTION(a)
state = rk4_step(state, dt);
R = (cos(state(1)) - d_last)*sin(state(3));
if ((L1*sin(state(1))+L1*sin(state(2))<=0) && (foot_height > 0)) % zero-crossing, swing
foot impact
if((state(5) < 0) && (state(1) < pi/2) && (state(2)-pi > pi/2))%conservation of
momentum about impact point, switch legs
state = momentum20(state);
legswitch = [legswitch i*dt];
end
end
foot_height = L1*sin(state(1))+L1*sin(state(2));
d_last = (cos(state(1)));
sum_reward = sum_reward + R;
if((sin(state(1)) < sin(45*pi/180)) || (sin(state(3)) < sin(45*pi/180)) ||
(sin(state(2)) > 0))% END SIMULATION, STATE VIOLATION
break
end
time_states = [time_states; i*dt state activation]; % [1-time 2-phi1 3-phi2 4-phi3 5d_phi1 6-d_phi2 7-d_phi3 8-T1 9-T2 10-activation1 11-activation2]
end
individual_fitness(index_individual) = sum_reward;
if (sum_reward < 0) % if total reward for trial is negative
individual_fitness(index_individual) = 0; % keeps fitness positive
end
% plots the best behavior in each generation
if sum_reward > best_reward
best_reward = sum_reward;
figure(2)
clf;
hold on;
best_time_states = time_states;
subplot(3,1,1), hold on;
plot([0 best_time_states(end,1)],[3*pi/4 3*pi/4]*180/pi,'-','Color',[.9 .9 .9]);
plot([0 best_time_states(end,1)],[pi/4 pi/4]*180/pi,'-','Color',[.9 .9 .9]);
plot([0 best_time_states(end,1)],[pi/2 pi/2]*180/pi,'-','Color',[.9 .9 .9]);
plot(best_time_states(:,1),best_time_states(:,2)*180/pi,'r-');
plot(best_time_states(:,1),(best_time_states(:,3)-pi)*180/pi,'g-');
plot(best_time_states(:,1),best_time_states(:,4)*180/pi,'b-');
plot(legswitch,ones(length(legswitch),1)*45,'y*');
subplot(3,1,2), hold on;
plot(best_time_states(:,1),best_time_states(:,5),'r:');
plot(best_time_states(:,1),best_time_states(:,6),'g:');
plot(best_time_states(:,1),best_time_states(:,7),'b:');
subplot(3,1,3), hold on;
plot(best_time_states(:,1),best_time_states(:,8)/T1max,'b-');
plot(best_time_states(:,1),best_time_states(:,9)/T2max,'g-');
plot(best_time_states(:,1),0.9*best_time_states(:,10),'b.');
plot(best_time_states(:,1),best_time_states(:,11),'g.');
title(['avg speed: ' num2str(mean(best_time_states(:,2))) ' rad/s reward: '
num2str(best_reward) ' fitness: ' num2str(individual_fitness(index_individual))])
ylabel(['individual: ' num2str(index_individual) ' episode: ' num2str(episode)])
xlabel('t')
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drawnow;
end
population_plus_fitnesses(index_individual).fitness=individual_fitness(index_individual);
%((individual_fitness(index_individual))/4)^2;%((20+individual_fitness)/4)^2;
if (time_states(end,1) > 29.9)
population_plus_fitnesses(index_individual).fitness=10000;
save 'best_network_walker' population index_individual best_time_states T1max T2max
legswitch
saveas(figure(2),'fig2.jpg')
break
end
end % end episodes
%% Backpropagation Coding by Michael Renner (mirenner@vt.edu)
function population=backpropagation(population, index_individual, error, action_old, node_output)
%BACKPROPAGATION:
w_nochange.index = logical(population(index_individual).connectiongenes(5,:)==0); % preserve
disabled weights
w_nochange.values = population(index_individual).connectiongenes(4,w_nochange.index); % preserve
disabled weights
w = zeros(size(population(index_individual).nodegenes,2)); % initialize weights matrix,w
d = zeros(size(population(index_individual).nodegenes,2),1); % initialize output error signal
matrix, d
nodes = population(index_individual).nodegenes(1,:);
N = .002; % training-rate [0:1], smaller values take longer to converge, large values might
oscillate or go unstable
for i = 1:size(population(index_individual).connectiongenes,2) %fill weights matrix
wcoord = population(index_individual).connectiongenes(2:3,i);
wcoord(1) = find(population(index_individual).nodegenes(1,:) == wcoord(1));
wcoord(2) = find(population(index_individual).nodegenes(1,:) == wcoord(2));
w(wcoord(1),wcoord(2)) =
population(index_individual).connectiongenes(4,i)*population(index_individual).connectiongenes(5,
i);
end
%determining output error signal
output_index = find(population(index_individual).nodegenes(2,:) == 2);
output_index = output_index(action_old);
d(output_index,:) = error; % sets output error signal
w(output_index, output_index) = 1; %output error signal remains the same in loop
for i = 1:(size(find(population(index_individual).nodegenes(2,:)==3),2)+1) % determine error
signal matrix
d = w*d;
end
% determining weight modifications
dfdq = node_output.*(1-node_output); % derivatives of neuron activation functions
w2 = w + N*((ones(size(d,1),1)*d').*(node_output'*dfdq)); % weight modification
% applying weight modifications
z = population(index_individual).connectiongenes(2:3,:);
z2 = zeros(2,size(population(index_individual).connectiongenes,2));
for i = 1:length(nodes)
z2(logical(z==nodes(i)))=i; % finds the matrix location of connections; equivalent to
z2(find(z == nodes(i))) = i;
end
for i = 1:size(population(index_individual).connectiongenes,2)
population(index_individual).connectiongenes(4,i) = w2(z2(1,i),z2(2,i));
end
population(index_individual).connectiongenes(4,w_nochange.index) = w_nochange.values; % preserve
disabled weights
%% DYNAMICS FUNCTION
%/* http://einstein.drexel.edu/courses/Comp_Phys/Physics-305/pendulum_plot.c */
%/* http://einstein.drexel.edu/courses/Comp_Phys/Physics-305/outline.html */
function dxdt=deriv(x)
global g L1 L3 d1 d3 m1 m3 g_angle activation T3max T2max
theta1 = x(1);
theta2 = x(2);
theta3 = x(3);
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d_theta1 = x(4);
d_theta2 = x(5);
d_theta3 = x(6);
T3torso = x(7);
T2swing = x(8);
% Low-Pass Torque Filter Parameters:
% Torso Torque
Tau_3 = 0.05; % time constant
A3_0 = 1/T3_max; % 1/Torque3_max
A3_1 = a3_0*Tau_3; % a1_0*timeconst
% Hip (swing leg) Torque
Tau_2 = 0.05; % time constant
a2_0 = 1/T2_max; % 1/Torque2_max
a2_1 = a2_0*Tau_2; % a2_0*timeconst
T1 = 0;
T2 = T2swing;
T3 = T3torso;
d_T3 = (activation(1)-a3_0*T3)/a3_1;
d_T2 = (activation(2)-a2_0*T2)/a2_1;
% JACOBIAN:
J = [...
1 0 sin(theta1)*d1*L1
0 0 0
0 0 0;...
0 1 -cos(theta1)*d1*L1 0 0 0
0 0 0;...
0 0 sin(theta1)*L1
1 0 sin(theta2)*(1-d1)*L1 0 0 0;...
0 0 -cos(theta1)*L1
0 1 -cos(theta2)*(1-d1)*L1 0 0 0;...
0 0 sin(theta1)*L1
0 0 0
1 0 sin(theta3)*d3*L3;...
0 0 -cos(theta1)*L1
0 0 0
0 1 -cos(theta3)*d3*L3;...
];
% INERTIA MATRIX
M = [diag([m1 m1 0 m1 m1 0 m3 m3 0],0), J'; J , zeros(6,6)]; % Inertia Matrix
% APPLIED FORCE MATRIX
Q_A = [...
m1*g*(sin(g_angle)), -m1*g*(cos(g_angle)), T1,...
m1*g*(sin(g_angle)), -m1*g*(cos(g_angle)), T2,...
m3*g*(sin(g_angle)), -m3*g*(cos(g_angle)), T3...
]';
% GENERALIZED FORCE MATRIX
Q = [...
Q_A;...
-cos(theta1)*d1*L1*(d_theta1^2);...
-sin(theta1)*d1*L1*(d_theta1^2);...
-cos(theta1)*L1*(d_theta1^2)-cos(theta2)*(1-d1)*L1*(d_theta2^2);...
-sin(theta1)*L1*(d_theta1^2)-sin(theta2)*(1-d1)*L1*(d_theta2^2);...
-cos(theta1)*L1*(d_theta1^2)-cos(theta3)*d3*L3*(d_theta3^2);...
-sin(theta1)*L1*(d_theta1^2)-sin(theta3)*d3*L3*(d_theta3^2);...
];
% ACCELERATION
acc = M\Q;
% DERIVATIVE OF STATE
dxdt = [x(4:6)'; acc(3); acc(6); acc(9); d_T3; d_T2];
%% 4th ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA FUNCTION [From Steve McMillan at Drexel]
function x=rk4_step(x, dt)
%/* Update x[) and t to their values at time t + dt. */
N = 8; % number of first order equations in deriv function
dxdt = deriv(x);
for i=1:N %for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
dx1(i) = dt*dxdt(i);
xtmp(i) = x(i) + 0.5*dx1(i);
end
dxdt = deriv(xtmp);
for i=1:N %for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
dx2(i) = dt*dxdt(i);
xtmp(i) = x(i) + 0.5*dx2(i);
end
dxdt = deriv(xtmp);
for i=1:N %for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
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dx3(i) = dt*dxdt(i);
xtmp(i) = x(i) + dx3(i);
end
dxdt = deriv(xtmp);
for i=1:N %for (i = 0; i < N; i++)
dx4(i) = dt*dxdt(i);
end
for i=1:N %for (i = 0; i < N; i++)
x(i) = x(i)+ (dx1(i) + dx4(i))/6 + (dx2(i) + dx3(i))/3;
end
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